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EDITORIAL
Dear Readers,
HERALD magazine is a military publication written by
NRDC-GR multinational staff and Subject Matter Experts
from NATO and the Academic Community; in essence an
oral account in print in the words of those who served and
collaborate with our Headquarters combining their knowledge, experience and academic background.
Additionally, the magazine offers an extensive view of
activities, seminars, conferences, training opportunities and
exercises conducted by the HQ, as an extension of NRDCGR website (www.nrdc.gr), bringing you closer to the military battle rhythm in the frame of its effort to adapt the latest
updates for all military functions in the nowadays complex
and ever-changing global operational environment.
Furthermore, we focus in providing you with the most
current and informed perspectives on military, security, collaborative activities, historical, science, cultural and other
aspects of global interest. All of the articles have been written exclusively for the magazine. The views expressed in
the articles are those of the contributing writers and do not
represent the official opinions of NRDC-GR or NATO.
Up to now 2018 has been a very busy year, full of
achieving objectives and overcoming challenges, as
NRDC-GR worked with other members and organizations
from the Hellenic National Defense General Staff, NATO
community, Affiliated Formations, Academic and International Community to the roadmap to its upcoming role as
Joint HQ according NATO Long Term Rotation Plan from
this summer.
The Public Affairs Office would like to express its appreciation to the contributing guests and writers. We really
value your contributions, criticisms, and praises in our goal
of informing on the latest developments at NRDC-GR HQ
and beyond.
Any input and ideas you may have to improve the experience we deliver are greatly appreciated, and we welcome individuals who wish to write to be included in our
next magazine issue. Before closing, the Public Affairs
Team wishes you and your families, health and prosperity,
and all the best in your endeavors and efforts for the rest
of the year.
Very Respectfully,
Stavros SIDIROPOULOS
OF-5 (HAF)
NRDC-GR Public Affairs
Office
Chief PAO/PAA
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COMMANDER NRDC - GR HQS
LIEUTENANT GENERAL DIMITRIOS BIKOS
mitment to the Alliance. It contributes
to NATO collective defense by planning, training and conducting exercises, while at the same time it sustains
its expertise and capabilities therefore contributing to the security in the
South-East corner of Europe.
During its standby period from 1st
July 2018 to the 30th June 2020, in
accordance with the NATO Long Term
Rotation Plan agreed by the Nations,
NRDC-GR will be ready to assume
any mission as a JTF HQ without disregarding its basic role to conduct operations as a Corps or LCC.
In today’s world the contemporary security environment is defined
by complexity, regarding threats that
continue to evolve and threaten the
security of the Alliance. NRDC-GR,
powered by the professionalism, dedication, optimism, and morale of its
personnel, both national and allied,
maintains its rapid deployment capability in the frame of NATO commitment and moves forward to address
new security challenges.
Capable now
The transformation from HRF HQ
to NFS Joint HQ started in 2015 and
successfully tested in 2016 during the
exercise GORDIAN KNOT 2016. For
the last two years, NRDC-GR staff is
working on its transformation to Joint
Task Force (Land) Headquarters. As
part of this process, in 2017 a comprehensive evaluation team from the
Host Nation Greece, tested NRDCGR in the full spectrum of its functions
and capabilities. Furthermore, the first
semester of 2018, two more steps

concluded successfully, the Crisis
Response Planning and Phase IIIA of
TRJR18.
This summer, NATO Rapid Deployable Corps-Greece (NRDC-GR)
is evaluated in the execution of Crisis
Response Operations in a Small Joint
Operation (SJO) Land heavy during
exercise TRIDENT JAGUAR 2018.
The HQ will utilize an “integrated
model JTF HQ” with Supported and
Supporting Inter-relationships (SSI)
while at the same time will exercise
operational and tactical Command
and Control, suitable for an SJO (L) of
limited complexity.
Ready for tomorrow
Upon completion of its transformation to JTF (L), NRDC-GR is set
as a highly capable, adaptive, reliable
NATO HQ ready to handle with all future challenges. Strengthened by high
level of training and professionalism
coupled with the superb motivation
and zeal of its personnel, the HQ reflects its Nations’ dedication and com-

Adapting for the future
The rapidly changing security
environment demands the ability to
meet challenges and threats of any
kind and from any direction. We also
have to ensure our ability to adequately address the challenges posed
by hybrid warfare, at where a broad,
complex and adaptive combination of
conventional and non-conventional
means and overt and covert military,
paramilitary and civilian measures are
employed in a highly integrated design, by state and non-state actors,
to achieve their objectives. To counter
this evolving environment, we have to
continuously enhance our resilience
and maintain high level capabilities.
Responding to these challenges and taking into consideration the
NATO Command Structure Adaptation, NRDC-GR has already begun, in
parallel with its JTF HQ mission, the
preparations to align its posture by
adapting its organizations, training,
and education.
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DEPUTY COMMANDER NRDC - GR HQS
MAJOR GENERAL DIMITAR KRUMOV ILIEV
arrival to NRDC-GR.
Furthermore, the entire NRDC-GR
works in unison both externally and
internally where we prioritize human
relations and understand that success is built on common trust and respect for each other. This feature is a
foundational element of our HQ. We
are proud to call our staff a ‘family’
that achieves every mission through
leveraging our multiculturalism to our
advantage. Together we stand side
by side, full of optimism and above all
with pride, regardless of the size of
the challenge we may face.
As a JHQ, NRDC-GR has earned
plenty of distinctions and holds a stellar reputation. Located in a region
critical to the security of the broader
area, it confidently responded to an
array of challenges and assumed the
responsibility to ensure that peace remains a reality and not a simple idea.
I have come to learn, that a contributing factor to the NRDC-GR environment is our common approach
and shared core values. These values have enabled us to dedicate
ourselves in achieving milestones
that further enhance our abilities as a
JHQ. Working and contributing within
an international environment towards
continuous advancement, has always
represented a demanding challenge.
Consequently, an ongoing and
strenuous evaluation preparation will
assist us in a successful certification.
This result could not have been made
possible without the valuable knowledge, professionalism, determination
and expertise that our personnel have
contributed over the years. In addition, our success to date would be
incomplete without recognizing the
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inputs from the Hellenic Armed Forces through their modern, dynamic
and innovative capabilities, which has
enabled us as JHQ to achieve each
milestone asked for us and while simultaneously elevating our efforts.
The extroversion of our JHQ is one
of our most distinguished features,
specifically our engagement with the
Academic Community as well with
collaboration with International Organizations. Such relationship has provided us with a platform to exchange
our experiences and knowledge in a
common effort to shape and when
possible improve the World. This set
of relationships are critical force multipliers for any organization and one
the NRDC-GR will continue to foster
into the future.
Moreover, I would like to emphasize the hospitality of our Greek colleagues as a foundation for NRDCGR HQ structure. It makes me proud
to witness their uninterrupted commitment to our shared vision, under the
NATO principles, that is simply coupled with their impressive intention to
fully integrate each colleague upon

As I recall memories of my tenure
here, there are an abundance of special moments that highlight the levels
of our cooperation and the unique
bond we share, as not only as Allies
but also as neighbors. During my time
at the HQ’s, I had the opportunity to
enhance my shared knowledge of our
common moral and spiritual virtues. I
will also be thankful for the privilege
to work with such an excellent staff
and leadership from all levels. As this
will be my last editorial, I would like
to communicate and share with you
my unshakable commitment towards
the continuation of our cooperation
that is now permanently embedded
as an irreplaceable dimension of my
personality.
In closure, I would like to thank
each one of you for your tireless efforts to this HQ´s and your excellent
support and hospitality to me and my
family during our time with NRDCGR. I would like to extend my sincere
appreciation during my tenure. I am
wishing you all the best of luck and
success in all future endeavors.

command group

NRDC-GR DCOS PLANS B. GENERAL VITTORIO STELLA
INTERVIEW BY CHIEF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
wider focus, the necessity to ensure
a closer relationship with the strategic
level during the planning process, the
constant need to maintain the direction of land forces integrated in the C2
process of that same new Joint oriented HQ, the asymmetric threats, all of
them have pushed for a more elaborated C2 structure and definition of
responsibilities.

Multinationality is not only one of
the core characteristics that guarantee the success of NRDC-GR, but
also a key concept that is directly connected to the identity of the Organization. Vittorio Stella, coming from Italy
and serving as the Deputy Chief of
Staff of the Plans Division, contributed significantly to the challenges that
the HQ faced for the last year, on the
roadmap towards its transformation in
JHQ. Through this interview, he offers
valuable insight from his experience
in Thessaloniki, with his interesting
and thought – provoking answers.
Question: General, since August
2016, you have been assigned as
Deputy Chief of Staff of the Plans
Division, one of the key positions
in NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
Greece. How challenging was this

new assignment for you at first?
Not only my new assignment as
Deputy Chief of Staff of the Plans
Division in NRDC-GR has been challenging but the new PLANS Division
has represented a major shift in the
overall mentality of the HQ as well,
considering the more complex Decision Making Process of the JTF HQ
new configuration. The operational
challenges have demanded that the
previous tactical driven organization,
combining in a unique Division the
short, medium and long term planning
perspective, as well as the current direction of the operations, could not be
effective any longer in the upgrading
from a land oriented HQ to a JTF.
The major impact of efforts by different services, the comprehensive
picture of the AOR, the operational

Of course, any change in the structure impacts on a new distribution of
responsibilities between the multinational Staff Officers relationships,
demanding new leadership roles and
the refinement of those already existing. Increased multinationality, and
the consolidation of new professional
strong bonds, in a climate of optimism
and constant improvement, are the
prerequisites to challenge and sustain the HQ leadership in such a wider
Joint perspective.
Question: Nowadays, most of
the military organizations worldwide area adapting minor or even
major changes in order to improve
their operational performance in
case of war or crisis. You are leading a planning division that recently witnessed organizational changes. How difficult was this process
in a multinational HQ, especially in
the case of a NATO Force Structure
(NFS) HQ, in its transition from a
Land to a Joint Task Force HQ?
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interacting with the Ministries and
establishing strong bonds with Host
Nations in order to be able to operate and develop a combined decision
making process. The engagement
with Key Leaders and a more consolidated Liaison mechanisms at HQ
level are a prerequisite to ensure the
needed level of Joint perspective and
work towards common comprehensive solutions.

While evolving to improve NRDC-

The multinational dimension of

GR operational performance, the HQ
will maintain the ambition to be able
to accomplish different missions, to
be a Joint Task Force Headquarters
for NATO, or a Corps Headquarters
for a wider conventional setting and
furthermore a Land Component Command within the NRF construct.

NRDC-GR HQ should be considered
as the winning factor to sustain the
Core Staff in such a challenge order
to face the current multinational challenges.

Ideally, that implies that we have
to make sure that our training brings
added value on the core skills required for all of those roles while
being adaptive in order to target the
special requirements of each of those
roles at different times, and in different
scenarios, as needed. Adaptive training, improved professionalism and increased flexibility demand a structure
able to adjust to specific mission tailored requirements.
That, being aware that the needed
expertise at joint Level, demand more
genuine and original planning skills
than in any other possible configuration.
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Question: Could you collaborate on initiatives towards the
transformation or restructuring of
your division?
With the new experience on collective training as gained during last
two years, there is no question that
realism has to be part of any new replicated scenario. That said, we need
to put the right level of perspective to
give more depth to the training for the
solution of real operational crisis and
stress on the staff to bring in the civilian perspective to expand the scope of
the operational approach and plans.
We need to increase furthermore
our consultation, cooperation and
coordination with international organizations, understanding the aim of
the non-governmental organizations,

Question: Directing a multinational staff, do you find that multinationality adds value to the planning process?
Conflicts may run full spectrum,
are multidimensional, rooted in the
human dimension, and defy full understanding and predictable solution
sets, not solved by military means
alone. Success often requires a long
term approach with the military operating as part of a comprehensive effort demanding an inclusive mindset
to harmonize and synchronize our
military actions, both lethal and nonlethal, with the many stakeholders, both
interagency and multinational.
Furthermore, any operational plan
in NATO is developed looking for a
multinational pool of forces, having
national perspectives and limitations,
even possible caveats. Any stage of
the planning process, to say formulation, implementation and control, will
be scrutinized, used and exploited by
multinationals actors.
Therefore, the internal multinational component in NRDC-GR is crucial

command group
to formulate, implement and control
a plan since the beginning from a
sound multinational perspective. A
multinational perspective is an important and unique lever to conduct an effective and unbiased SWOT analysis
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats).
Question: The whole HQ has
been shaken by a lot of reforms.
Which are the key changes that
according to your perspectives resulted to the recent NRDC-GR exemplary performance during Gordian Knot 2017 and the conduct of
Phase IIA and IIB Operational level
Crisis Response Planning (CRP) in
support of Exercise Trident Jaguar
2018?
I fully believe that the establishment of the capability to look farther
than kinetic actions to achieve the
operational objectives, to say the creation of a Communication & Engage-

ment Coordination Centre has been
the most important innovation introduced into NRDC-GR structure.
Its ambition is to be able to coordinate and ensure the appropriate use
of Military Public Affairs, Information
Operations and Psychological Operations, in concert with all other military
non-kinetic functional areas.
Therefore, the use of a pan-staff
approach to coordinate the solution
of problems should be coherently
complemented and reinforced by the
capability to analyze problems from
that non-kinetic perspective. On that
regard, the already planned establishment of a new Communication & Engagement Division within NRDC-GR
will add an invaluable component to
the new structure and will positively
impact overall, including the NRDCGR Civil-Military Interaction efforts.
Question: Non-state actors are
increasingly participating in cri-

sis areas or/and conflicts. Modern
warfare is dealing with new tactics
and capabilities for a more population-centric approach. Where these
factors incorporated in your planning, in view of the fact that NRDCGR will undertake its role from
summer 2018 as Joint Task Force
HQ for two years?
During our planning, we’ve have
observed numerous best practices in
the area of inclusiveness with multinational partners and different stakeholders. Inclusiveness in developing
our planning perspective recognized
that the best plans are those fully integrated with the other elements of
national and international power –
from the very beginning. At the same
time we realized that different civilian
stakeholders have unique perspectives and expertise and together with
them, from the beginning, estimates
and planning facilitate a more complete understanding of the nature of
the problem to be solved and the actions required to solve it.
NRDC-HQ Commander intent is
“…To pursue the civil-military cooperation…” and We fully believe in a
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planning is indispensable”. What
would be your quote or point of
view regarding the importance of
planning in the modern operational
environment?
I want to point out two aspects to
stress the importance of an enduring
in-depth and rigorous planning commitment in NRDC-GR HQ, no matter
that many unpredictable variables in
the modern operational environment
will direct operations otherwise.

more population-centric approach
that requires a Proactive Engagement, a Shared Understanding, an
Outcome-Based Thinking and a Collaborative Working in order not to
distance us - physically and psychologically - from the people we seek to
protect.
Furthermore, today defeat is not
to be considered by the the loss of
towns or territory. Defeat of opposing
forces is when they lose the will, support from the population and desire to
fight so that lasting peace is achieved
through political solutions, and not
only through military and technical engagements.
Question:
The
thirty-fourth
President of the USA, Gen. Dwight
D. Eisenhower, once said that
“Plans are nothing; planning is everything”. He also stated that “In
preparing for battle I have always
found that plans are useless, but
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Firstly, planning is the unique tool
in the hands of Commanders to challenge and interact with their own staff,
and external actors as well since the
beginning of a crisis, build a solid and
common understanding, create an
essential base ground of any further
consistent effort.
Secondly, planning is the proper
venue to develop since the beginning
an aseptic analysis of friendly forces
capabilities and limitations, and opposing forces possible courses of actions.
So that, “However absorbed a
commander may be in the elaboration
of his own thoughts, it is sometimes
necessary to take the enemy into
account.” (Churchill), the sooner the
better, no matter how modern can be
considered the new operational environment.
Question: Greece and Italy are
Mediterranean countries with a
lot of similarities, with regard to
history, climate, environment and
culture. Did you find opportunities

for recreation in Thessaloniki and
elsewhere, in archeological sites,
mountain or/and sea destinations?
During the height of the Classical
Era, the Greeks introduced cultural,
civic and philosophical ideas and innovations that heavily influenced the
Roman Empire and, in turn, laid the
foundations of Western civilization
and Mediterranean identity. Furthermore, the Greeks also founded colonies in southern Italy and Sicily, the
so called Magna Graecia in Latin,
whose settlements existed alongside
the native tribes of the Italian peninsula, consolidating stronger common
identities and habits, that still resound
in the daily life of those communities.
“Una faccia, una razza”. (One
face, one race)
Having that as a reference, considering the beauty of nature and the
richness of history of the Macedonian
region, the Greek hospitality, the common identities and similar behaviors,
I really enjoy daily opportunities and
living lifestyles here in Thessaloniki.
As a proud Italian grown up into the
above mentioned Magna Graecia, I
constantly appreciate the so many
common tracts of our unique culture,
wishing for always stronger common
institutional and people to people relationships.
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SIMULATION PRESS:
PAVING THE WAY FOR NEW AVENUES OF COOPERATION
tried to react speedily to the incidents
and keep up with the battle rhythm.

“I

t all started in July 2017
when I applied for internship as student of journalism in the Headquarters of Nato Rapid Deployable Corps
Greece. At that time, the HQs of
NRDC-GR prepared the hosting of
the NATO Strategic Direction South
Conference, organized by Allied
Land Command for Joint Force Command Naples. The conference lasted
from 11th to 12th July 2017 and was
hosted in Thessaloniki, Macedonia
Palace, narrates Evi Spanou, undergraduate student of Panteion University, Department of Communication,
Media and Culture.
Most of the journalists and political scientists worldwide, who dare
to dream big about reporting and
analyzing the political developments
around the world, are expecting to
have the chance of working in a conflict zone. However, only few of them
live this unique experience, claiming
that working in a conflict zone is an
absolutely life – changing experi-

ence. At this context, we generously
been offered the great opportunity of
forming the team of Simulation Press
in the exercise “Gordian Knot 2017”.
This demanding participation enabled
us to be trained and exercised in a hypothetical conflict zone, according to
the dynamic and constantly changing
scenario of the exercise. The NRDCGR aspires through this participation
and training of young scientists to set
the ground and raise high standards
in an exemplary way for a possible
future military – civilian cooperation.
During the exercise, one of the
most interesting and demanding factors of our experience was the high
pressure, as we had to operate in
a challenging environment, dealing
with demanding duties and responsibilities. In this context, we had to
be very adaptive. There were crucial
political aspects and procedures taking place, according to the scenario,
which made the exercise complex
and demanding. As a result, we all

«This challenge proved beneficial
regarding the way that we, as young
journalists, perceive the idea of the
“battle rhythm”, even in a simulation level. This exercise served as a
unique training program, preparing us
with practical skills and tools, in order
to face the needs of our profession
in a more innovative and advanced
way», highlights Sophocles Geroulis,
graduate student of the Department
of Journalism and Mass Media Communication, of the Aristotle University
of Thessaloniki.
We had the ability to demonstrate
our skills, because there were available all the necessary conditions to
make this happen. Placed outside of
the EXCON Area, we were working
under the directions of the Grey Cell
of the Exercise Control and cooperating with the Chief P.A.O, Stavros Sidiropoulos OF-5 (HAF). The personnel
of the Situation Centre together with
an Officer, who functioned as a link
between the SIMPRESS and the
Centre, helped us maintain a valuable
flow in the long – hour cooperation.
“My participation in the “Ex. Gordian Knot” was a unique and outstanding professional experience for me
in the field of Political Science and
International Relations, as I gained
a wealth of scientific knowledge in
practice. Undoubtedly, it was one of
the greatest and most remarkable
professional experiences of my life”,
underlines Nikolina Balogianni, Ph.
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Journalism and Mass Media Communication, of the Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki.
Regarding the scenario of the exercise, we were amazed by the diversity of the incidents. The background
of the incidents was complex, involving several factors that were interconnected in a dynamic way, to simulate
real conditions. Another element,
worth mentioning, refers to the actors
that were included in the incidents.
Army units, air force personnel and
navy staff were all interacting, creating a demanding environment for all
the key players.
D. Candidate in Political Science, Department of Political and Social Sciences, University of Cyprus.
Taking advantage of the Media
Tent, which contained all the necessary professional – level equipment,
the procedure of creating multimedia
content seemed really challenging.
A series of radio podcasts and interviews, simulating the presence of
the spokesperson and his interaction
with both the journalist and civilians,
showed the opportunity of the civilians to engage with the military personnel. Except of that, the journalistic
team was producing, every day, a TV
news broadcast, presenting the most
important incidents of the previous
day. This daily broadcast was presented to the morning briefing of the
Officers, offering them the additional opportunity of taking into account
the way in which the Media frame the
various incidents. All the video and
audio media products were turned
into transcripts immediately, in order
to help the training audience improve
their situational awareness, analysis
and assessment.
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Through the procedure of monitoring the social networks and engaging with the citizens, we were able
to realize the multiple aspects of this
emerging environment, by mastering our skills and acquiring practical
knowledge for the future.
The security measures were very
strict, which one could realize since
day one. A team of officers had the
responsibility of being our escorts in
any activity we were participating,
at any location of the camp. What is
more, a specially trained dog was involved in the security screening, so
that the military staff would be able to
ensure the safety of our equipment,
in the context of a strict, predefined
registration procedure, ensuring the
security of the press conference. We
also had the chance to interact with
the Legal Advisor, by making questions and clarifying the legal issues of
the incidents.
“This experience was crucial for
testing ones limits and reactions regarding live reporting”, comments
Minos – Athanasios Karyotakis, postgraduate student of the School of

The opportunity of trying to understand this complex environment
proved beneficial for us, in our efforts
to adjust to our future working place
and needs.
Our frequent movement towards
other locations of the camp -continuously escorted by security officers- in
order to cover and report real-time
interviews and meetings, created an
intense environment for all the participating actors. In the same direction,
the presence of evaluators, during all
the times and every phase of the exercise, helped the personnel further
improve their perception of the scenario, making them even more adaptive to the various needs.
All the elements mentioned above,
consisted to an experience with
unique and special features. During
the exercise, we had to overcome
any possible difficulty in the shortest
possible amount of time. Our choices
and actions, regarding the multimedia coverage of the incidents, were
important for the way that the military
personnel were trained every day.
As a result, our participation in the

special quest
exercise enabled us to gain a great
professional experience which helped
us to further improve significantly the
way we understand the political developments as professionals and experts in our scientific fields.
“The multinational environment of
the “Ex. Gordian Knot 2017” offered
us the opportunity to be familiarized
with new dimensions of many independent, complex and ever – changing terms of Political Science and International Relations. Scientific terms
such as security, strategy planning,
diplomacy, setting the agenda and
decision making were only some of
the top terms that we had the chance
to perceive their practical implementation in real – time conditions in the
context of the exercise”, adds Nikolina Balogianni.
The continuous contact with the
OAKAS organization, who held a vital
role in the training in general, helped
us improve the way that we think, approach and understand the complex
military issues, while realizing the
challenges that the military personnel
faces. Their directions were nothing

but essential and fundamental for our
future career as well.
It was not only the fact that they
helped us behave as experienced
journalists, but they also gave us a
lot of advice concerning how to ask
questions, how our style should be
and other helpful information.
The invitation to an exercise like
Gordian Knot was an honor for us,
highlighting our key role in the training
of the military staff and underlying the
great perspectives of the military – ci-

vilian cooperation, raising our expectations of the NRDC-GR HQ capabilities. The excellent cooperation with
the Public Affairs Office and its’ Chief
held a crucial role, for the success of
this effort and the achievement of the
goals. The young scientists and their
knowledge, provided by the Academic Institutions and Universities, established their importance and irreplaceable utility, through an exercise that
tested the limits of all participators,
setting the frame for even higher aspirations. Undeniably, our participation
in the exercise was a great professional experience that offered us new
knowledge and useful lessons. At the
same time, not only were we trained
in our scientific fields, but we also had
the opportunity to meet great professionals and unique people. It was a
great honor to participate in the “Exercise Gordian Knot 2017”. Thank you
NRDC-GR!

Written by:
Nikolina Balogianni
Sophocles Geroulis
Minos – Athanasios Karyotakis
Evdoxia Spanou
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INSPIRING MULTI-LEVEL LEADERSHIP
IN THE MILITARY ENVIRONMENT

Sophocles P. Geroulis
Academic Researcher

C

an we create Leaders? Is
the concept of Leadership the core
perception towards problem resolution? How can we evolve the Leaders’ skills through training? Those
are three key questions, which every
great civilization, throughout the history, tried to answer. While discussing with Protagoras, Socrates had
argued that, if politics and, extending
his thought, Leadership, was something teachable, then the children
of Pericles would have become the
greatest leaders. Instead, they never
became. Keeping in mind that Socrates used irony as his favorite tool,
there could be partial truth in his argument. Especially the Hellenic political
and military history has been a unique
case, highlighting and focusing on the
role of individuals. Applying Aristotle’s
perception of Democracy, it is a duty
of our Civilization to find in the many,
the virtues that we cannot locate in an
individual. How could we adjust his
mindset in the discussed idea?
Many times great leaders seem
to be distinguished by a kind of cha-

“Leaders become great not because of their power, but because of their
ability to empower others”
John Maxwell
risma, which makes them not only
favorable and trustworthy, but also
effective. Empirical findings show
that the age is relevant to the experience and the performance of the
leader, but not the decisive factor, as
this norm has been abolished several times over the centuries. Through
the examination of the answers that
11.000 youths from 11 countries
gave, the British Council (2017) composed a report on Leadership with a
series of quite interesting elements,
as an insight to the future. According
to the answers given by the youths,
the most highly valued characteristic
of the Leader is “collaboration and
teamwork”. Thus, even if we find that
one, unique, spiritual Leader, whom
Plato was in search of, we should
probably focus on new aspects of
her/his personality.
In the context of a multinational
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military environment and given the different background of the political and
military leaders, keeping on the same
page with the Leader’s vision could
evolve as a major challenge. This is a
case that still needs to be further explored by the academic community,
but the historic cases indicate certain
problematic conditions, when the followers find it hard to understand, implement and contribute in the vision
of the Leader. Given that the relation
of the Leader and its followers is bidirectional, the followers are not only
in position to maximize the effect of
the vision by implementing it in an excellent way, but they could also conduce in the advancement of the vision
itself, by setting new and innovating
dimensions.
Employee satisfaction, organizational commitment and leader effectiveness seem to emerge as three

special quest
crucial indicators, while analyzing the
leader’s role and impact in the organization. In fact, the interesting research of Boer, Deinert, Homan and
Voelpel (2014), showed practically
that the dyadic relations, regarding
the leader and the followers, had a
critical impact on those factors. For
sure, the difference among the socalled “transformational leader” and
the “leader member exchange”, delivered different results regarding the
abovementioned indicators, as long
as the distance of the leader and the
followers is taken into account. Specifically, transformational leadership
should not only serve in periods when
the need of a change is imperative,
but it should rather be utilized as a
mean of continuous advancement.
Given that the “transformational leader” is a term that most of the
people are familiar with, shortly described with the triptych vision – inspiration - change, it would be useful
to focus in the “leader – member exchange” concept as well. In general,
this perception is about the positive
interpersonal relations among the

leader and the followers. Considering
the most essential characteristics of a
leader, such as the ability to influence
and empower, the integrity against
the provocations and the faith to an
innovative strategic vision, sharing
these principles with the colleagues
seems a demanding challenge. On
the grounds that these the three indicators that we mentioned above are
the three main elements, based on
which, one can evaluate the success
of an organization, it would be meaningful to realize that transformational
leaders tend to become the role –
models in the eyes of their followers.
The idea of inspiring the personnel at different levels of authority to
embody the idea of leadership cannot
be fully and efficiently implemented
without the continuous motivation by
the top of the hierarchy. This mindset could be applied mostly through
an established leadership culture
inside the organization. At the bestcase scenario, it would be hierarchy’s
permanent and durable intension to
constantly motivate the personnel
demonstrating and using its leader-

ship capabilities. By offering them
this opportunity, we ensure that great
ideas, which could change drastically
and beneficially the innovation character and the effectivity of our military
structures, are not being lost in a labyrinth of military procedures.
What remains to be seen, is the
practical implementation of this
framework in a multinational environment that will allow us to bravely proceed in a new perception of
the multi-level leadership. Like any
other great spiritual or moral idea,
paraphrasing Aristotle and his idea
of «ἕξις», this perception of leadership could be mainly implemented if it
gradually becomes an energetic habit
of each key personality.
There will always be a fine, distinct
line, between commanding and leading, which is defined by the character
of the person. The question emerging
is a real dilemma: do we prefer the
free warriors of Alexander the Great,
or the useful masses throughout the
old or even modern history? The answer will be determined by the way
that we perceive the idea of Leadership. Quoting Peter Ducker, the memorable management educator, seems
inevitable: “The best way to predict
the future is to create it”, he said. In
the end, the whole meaning of this article is related to three words: releasing our potential. I could confidently
state that leadership, as analyzed
through this article, might be the crucial and key concept, towards decisively achieving our greatest strategic
aspirations.

Contact:
sophocles.geroulis@gmail.com
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ENHANCING INFORMATIONAL RESILIENCE
DEFENSIVE STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS

RESILIENCE, in simple words, is
defined as the ability of a system to
withstand changes in its environment
and still function. It is a term that gets
increasingly used nowadays, as being extremely important for addressing issues of security, preparedness,
risk and survivability of a state or an
organization.
Resilience as a resistive mechanism element of a society or a nation usually refers to infrastructure,
social preparedness and cybersecurity issues, including continuity of
government and critical governmental services, energy supplies, dealing
with the uncontrolled movement of
people, food - water resources, deal
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with mass casualties, communication,
and transportation systems. However,
what happens in the information domain?
Nowadays, even during peacetime
period, there is a constant competition of narratives, by many different
actors, each of them for its own objectives. The lines between war and
peace are getting more and more
blurred, as Gerasimov argues. As soft
power efforts increasingly substitute
the hard power, we face today concepts similar to the one of “soft wars.”
The term given by the Islamic Development Organization of Iran (IDO) will
be used to describe the concept mentioned above:

“Si vis pacem, para bellum”
Publius Vegetius Renatus
“Any psychological warfare action
and media propaganda, which targets
the society and induces the opposite
side to accept the failure without making any military conflict. The subversion, internet war, the creation of radio-television networks and spreading
the rumors are the important forms of
Soft War.”
For a state to cope such a challenge, the adoption of specific configured policies is necessary. Conventional defense always remains
indispensable, but in this soft war concept, its role is constraint only in that of
a pillar of stability. It entirely lacks the
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capacity of addressing such adversary practices. It is apparently a task
for strategic communication to enhance resilience in the informational
domain. Defensive strategic communication then, as a reaction to counter
the soft power and mitigate its effects,
fills the gap of the offensive-defensive
relationship to complete the context of
“soft war.”
The word “resilient” can be translated both as durable and elastic. I
would argue that resilience in the information domain consists of two primary domains; the outer elastic cordon, and the inner hard-core, where
the institutional narrative lies and
should stay protected, intact by external attacks. Both domains are active
at all times, in different levels. Their
capabilities should respond to three
different phases; (a) Peacetime, preparatory or before a crisis, (b) during
a crisis and (c) after the crisis.
My focus in this article will be in
the first of the three phases, the one
during the peacetime before a crisis
emerges. By being adequately prepared in both domains, inner and outer, a state or organization will have
much better chance to overcome
the crisis and have a better overall
outcome, than struggling to adapt in
the second or third phase. “To secure
peace is to prepare for war,” as Carl
Von Clausewitz has written, as well as
Latin author Publius Flavius Vegetius
Renatus’s, a saying which also appears in earlier works such as Plato’s
Nomoi (Laws) and the Chinese Shi Ji.
The first phase is the one before
the crisis, during peacetime, the preparatory phase, before significant disruptive influence or adversity. During

Informational resilience in contemporary information environment is a daunting
endeavor.

this phase, it is vital for the strategic
communication to have the ability to
identify the situation in the ecosystem, to provide a proper mapping
of networks, interrelationships and
information flows. Specific sensors
should be in place for the perceptiveness, detection, and identification of
threats. Developments in technology,
software and artificial intelligence provide new capabilities for surveillance,
monitoring, analysis, and alerts. Even
more, the system architecture should
be mapped, evaluated and modifications should be designed and implemented, among others by enabling
new capabilities, regulating external
interference and drafting media laws
and policies; essential pillars of social stability should enchant, and, of
course, national – organizational nar-

rative of legitimacy should be created or modified. Additionally, although
such a concept gives the feeling of
passive-defensive stance, in practice
the stance, even in this phase, should
be very active and in some instances
even offensive, even in the first, preparatory phase; an effect based strategic communication policy should be
in place.
Coming to practice, we should
identify StratCom to have the leading
role in the concept. The term strategic communication is being more and
more used nowadays, but it is also
widely used in a wrong context, being
in many cases connected with military
strategic communication. For a communication practice to be attributed
to the characterization of “strategic,”
a strategic effect should be indent-
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To be resilient: Bend or Break

ed. In practice, strategic communication addresses in much more than
coordination of means, efforts and
messaging in a tactical or operational environment. The common ground
between this coordination and strategic communication is found in the pursuit of effects in the strategic level, or
in many times in the strategic level’s
protection of negative effects caused
by mistakes taking place in the tactical – operational level. The “strategic
corporal” then, does exist in military
operations, but is just a part of what
strategic communication is; talking
about “soft wars” or similar concepts,
in peace times, the “corporal” is not
even deployed yet.
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So, referring to defensive strategic
communications, we should consider
something different than military operations and military StratCom. It is not
just about messaging and coordination; there is a significant connection
to the overall architecture of information dissemination, in technical and
legislative terms, and the initial script
- creation of the national or organizational narrative of legitimacy and
its sustainment by all means. A large
number of elements are to be applied
and a large number of actors, other
than military, need to contribute in a
defensive strategic communication
concept, aiming to enhance resilience
in the informational domain.

Elias NIKEZIS
OF-4 (HEA)
MA, Ph.D. C
Chief PA Plans & Analysis
NRDC-GR/PAO
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ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW)
first understand the basic terms that are related with the Electromagnetic Spectrum (EMS).
ELECTROMAGNETIC
SPECTRUM (EMS)
INTRODUCTION
As technology progresses, dependence on the use of electronics and on
the Electromagnetic Spectrum (EMS)
to execute military operations has
increased in parallel. Command and
control (C2) systems, communication
radios, data links, sensors (imagery,
surveillance, reconnaissance and radar), navigation systems, targeting
and weaponry rely its effectiveness
on their availability for using the EMS.
Given the fact that this dependency is
constantly growing, NATO operations
moves on from the austere environments of the past few decades, into
a more information-centric warfighting
environment, where a hidden battle
for mastery on Electromagnetic (EM)
energy evolves beyond conventional
ground, air and maritime warfare and
along with it, the prospects of victory or defeat. This battle constitutes
Electronic Warfare (EW) combat discipline, which prosecutes operations
in the Electromagnetic Environment
(EME), in order to shape or exploit the
EME, or use it for attack or defense.
To ensure the benefits are realized
and the challenges overcome, NATO
Military Committee officially recognized the EME as an operational maneuver space and warfighting environment/domain.
In order to understand Electronic Warfare (EW) though, we should

Electromagnetic (EM) Radiation is
energy generated by the acceleration
of charged particles and has the form
of transverse magnetic and electric
waves. Since its graph is similar to a
wave, it is called EM wave. Different
kinds of EM radiation are constantly
all around us but the human eyes are
adapted to see only the narrow range

es of: Radio Waves, Microwaves, Infrared Waves, Visible Light, Ultraviolet
Waves, X-rays, Gamma rays.
EM wave frequency variance results in different types of wave propagation that can be categorized as:
Sky wave, Ground wave and Space
wave propagation. The Ionosphere
of our earth reflects Sky waves very
efficiently and thus these waves can
travel at long distances. By exploiting
sky wave propagation properties, the
communication round the globe has
become much easier.
Military applications use certain ar-

of
electromagnetic waves which are
called “Visible Light”.
The range of frequencies over which
electromagnetic energy extends constitutes the Electromagnetic Spectrum
(EMS) and compris-
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eas of the EMS in order to exploit its
properties and enable: communications, target tracking in long distances (radar), target tracking on reduced
visibility conditions (electro optical
sensors), laser designators, weaponry guidance (laser or radar guided
weapons) and countermeasures in all
abovementioned (jammers).
Electronic Warfare definition
Electronic Warfare is military action that exploits EM Energy to provide
situational awareness and achieve
offensive and defensive effects. EW
provides a vitally important function,
which protects friendly access and
use of the spectrum while simultaneously can deny or degrade an adversary’s use of it.
EW Mechanisms
EW mechanisms to achieve effects and support operations are categorized as following:
• Electronic Counter Measures
(ECM). ECM is the offensive division
of EW, involving use of EM energy, directed energy or anti-radiation
weapons, to deny or degrade an adversary’s effective use of his systems,
mainly the Command and Control
(C2) & the Intelligence Surveillance
and Target Acquisition Systems (ISTAR). EW uses specific tools to deconflict electronic attack with friendly
operations and to maintain an electronic order of battle of the emitters
which participate in the operation.
ECM subdivisions are the following:
- Electronic jamming, which is the
deliberate radiation of EM energy for
the purpose of disrupting the effec-
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tiveness of the adversary’s electronic
devices which use the EMS.
- Electronic deception, which is the
deliberate radiation of EM energy, designed to mislead an opponent in the
interpretation or use of information received by his electronic systems.
- Electronic neutralization, which is
the deliberate radiation of EM energy,
to inflict either temporary or permanent damage, to the adversary’s electronic devices which rely on the EMS.
•
Electronic Warfare Support
Measures (ESM). ESM involves signal intercept actions to search for,
identify and locate EM emissions for
the purpose of immediate threat recognition. ESM systems gather intelligence through passive “listening” to
electromagnetic radiations of military
interest, provide initial detection and
identification of adversary’s systems
and modify EW technical libraries accordingly. ESM collection platforms
can remain electronically silent and
detect threats in compliance with the
intelligence collection plan.
•
Electronic Protective Measures (EPM). EPM or electronic

counter countermeasures (ECCM),
involves military action taken to ensure effective friendly use of the EMS
from any effects of ECM, which can
degrade or neutralize friendly combat
capability. It comprises of Active and
Passive measures.
- Active EPM include altering
transmitter parameters as necessary
(may be for example spread spectrum
techniques).
Passive EPM include the activation of specific operating procedures (may be for example emissions
control).
•
EW is not a stand-alone activity, since discrete EW operations are
not considered to be effective; instead
EW is combined with other military
operations, in order to enable mission
effectiveness. Electronic Warfare assets comprise of land, maritime and
air force assets which possess both
offensive and defensive EW capabilities.
Signals Intelligence & EW
Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) is
the intercept and analysis of intentional signals from both communications
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tivities in support of situational awareness;
• Effective interoperability of EW
and SIGINT resources;
• Generation of the electronic order of battle;
• Enhanced mission effectiveness
by achievement of advanced responsiveness;
• Force protection of friendly troops
through synergetic threat warning;
Epilogue

and non-communications (e.g., radar)
systems, for the purpose of generating intelligence for the so called internals of a transmission, namely the
information content.
EW ESM information on the other
hand, obtains information about the
adversary’s radiated signals, for this
reason focuses on external parameters associated with a transmission,
such as frequency, the modulation
type, the location of the transmitter or
other spectral features. EW thus can
be a source of SIGINT.
The difference between EWC
ESM and SIGINT is the type and us-

ing of collected information, the depth
of signal analysis and the time lines
required.
Modern battlefield complexity created the need for an integrated and
authoritative source of spectrum-use
information which can also enable
coordinated EW operations. The recognized need for collocation of these
two significant and closely related
capabilities, results in a SIGINT-EW
system that can achieve collective
management of the Electromagnetic
Environment (EME). This integrated
SIGINT-ESM system provides:

An increasingly sophisticated and
rapidly evolving threat, with ready
access to advanced, commercially
available off-the-shelf technology is
transforming the operational context
in which the modern joint forces must
now survive and fight. The next generation battlespace will be contested
across multiple domains, with control
of the Electromagnetic Spectrum becoming just as important as freedom
of maneuver of ordinary joint military forces. Thus Electronic Warfare
(EW) is increasingly becoming a key
component to the modern battlefield,
against today’s most advanced hybrid
and conventional threats.

• Deconfliction of the parallel ac-

Konstantinos BIKOS
OF-3 (HE A)
SO1 C2W EW
NRDC-GR/J3
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CYBER: SECURITY, WARFARE, TERRORISM
THE THREE LAYERS OF CYBERSPACE
Nowdays, the Internet has enabled the rapid, universal and inexpensive exchange of information. The
idea of conflict (cyber warfare) revolving around the axis of information has
scaled well with time and technology.
Internet provides the opportunity to
develop groups all over the world to
attempt to influence foreign policy.
Τhrough using the internet, a group is
able to portray themselves in any light
they wish. This is known as ‘perception management’ and can be used
to recruit large numbers of followers
in the face of damning media reports.
The average person usually experienced cyber hostility only in the form
of the occasional computer virus or
similar malicious software. Cyber-attacks happen, cyber espionafe is rife
and has been since the early 21st
century, along with all sorts of other
political and financially motivated illegal or malevolent cyber activity. Cyber security and its related areas like
cyber warfare and cyber espionage
as new developments within security discourse, in fact, Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) has
been exploited for political purposes for at least the last two decades.
Joseph S. Nye offers a useful definition: “cyber is a prefix standing for
computer and electromagnetic spectrum related activities”. It includes
the physical and digital networks of
networks that make up the internet
and the world wide web, but also other communication technologies and
infrastructure, such as mobile communications, fiber optic cables, and
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space based communications, such
as Global Positioning System (GPS).
A 2009 article from the Harvard
Law Record titled “What is Cyberterrorism? Even Experts Can’t Agree,”
echoes the frustration of many security professionals that a clear accepted definition of the term cannot be
agreed upon. The term cyberterrorism
was originally coined in the 1980’s by
Senior Researcher at the Center for
Strategic and International Studies
(CSIS), Barry Collin as “the international abuse of a digital information
system, network, or component toward an end that supports or facilitates a terrorist campaign or action.”
Cyber warfare “lacks” the essential
characteristics to meet the conditions
of becoming an act of war; if the “use
of force in war is violent, instrumental,
and political, then there is no cyber
offense that meets all three criteria.
Cyber-terrorism and cyber warfare

should not be seen in the same light
as traditional warfare as they are not
made of and cannot be tackled by
the use of physical force in the cyber realm. Physical force can only be
brought to bear if the source of the
attack can be identified, and even
then it could possibly have comparably little effect compared to traditional
warfare due to the difference between
the two mediums. On the other hand,
cyber-attacks are conducted through
the generation of force in the same
way as other forms of warfare; instead
they are done so through the exploitation of the enemy’s weaknesses. So
far, cyber terrorism has yet to yield
the kind of attacks that cause actual
harm to people in the same way as
traditional terrorism has done. This is
because terrorists “still prefer bombs
to bytes”. “Terrorist” is a very pejorative term, which is used as a tool to
delegitimise enemies, and as such,
groups that are deemed terrorists do
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not usually seem themselves as such.
Instead, they describe themselves
with terms such as guerrillas, revolutionaries or mujahedeen, as they are
seen as being more positive in their
description of the group.
Cyberterrorism is generally understood to refer to highly damaging
computer-based attacks or threats of
attack by non-state actors against information systems when conducted to
intimidate or coerce governments or
societies in pursuit of goals that are
political or social. Cyberterrorists seek
to attack critical infrastructure systems (energy, communications, water) so as to intimidate a government
for ideological, religious,
political
reasons or to cause grave harm such
as loss of life or significant economic
damage. These attacks are an internal part of public safety. The Strategic
Defence and Security Review (2010)
defined terrorism as the highest security concern to the UK. Cyber terrorism
was ranked third of all tier one threats,
placing it high on the UK agenda for
defence and security needs.
One of the most prominent methods of political cyber-attacks, is to
disable websites usually by way of
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attacks. Its main strength lies with its
accessibility and it is a blunt tool. In
essence, it floods an internet address
with data in hopes that the server will
“clog” and shut down. These attacks
are designed to bombard websites
with such vast amounts of information
that their bandwidth is exceeded and
they either crash or a forced offline
while they are repaired. To maximise
their effectiveness, DDoS attacks are
conducted with the use of botnets. A
botnet is a group of computers that
are all link by a certain piece of software that allows them all to synchro-

nise on a common task. This software
is often downloaded onto a computer
as part of a virus or it can be voluntarily downloaded so as to deliberately take part in a botnet. The way in
which these attacks tend to be used
is through a blunt force attack where
the botnet instructs all of the constituent computers to log onto a website,
send mass emails to a site filling its
bandwidth or sending other forms of
information. Also, due to the fact that
a person can either take part willingly through downloading the software
or without knowing causes issues for
proving guilt if any attempt is made at
tackling these botnets. DDoS attacks
can be launched from virtually anywhere and with botnets, proxy servers
and VPNs the original source is near
impossible to reliably track down as
the whole operation becomes highly
decentralized.
If the DDoS attacks are the most
popular, then Stuxnet may well be
seen as the most complex. This piece
of malicious software has been pre-

sented as a herald of the new way of
war ever since Iran publicly acknowledged that their nuclear facilities had
been compromised. Stuxnet Worm
was first discovered in June 2010.
This worm appears to have been
created by a state as its complexity and specific target place it out of
the general realm of public concern.
The target appears to be Siemens’
“supervisory control and data acquisition” (SCADA) system, which control
valves, pipelines and industrial equipment as the worm specifically targets
a piece of software that the SCADA
systems use, called WinCC. This
worm operates by seeking out the
WinCC software, and if it finds it, the
worm will install a program that allows
it to connect to the internet for further
instructions.
The Pentagon announced in 2011
that cyber attacks will be considered
as acts of war and in turn act as “casus
belli”. Warfare is a policy area which
has traditionally been monopolised by
states; the cost of military resources
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structure. China has been involved
in the cyber espionage business for
much of the last decade, particularly
aimed at the United States (US), in order to circumvent the US’s land, sea,
and air superiority.

imposes a high barrier to entry and
thus makes it possible for states to
dominate this realm. The costs for
non-state entities to participate in
cyberspace, compared to land, sea,
and air, are virtually zero. Warfare is
still largely dominated by land, sea,
and air. The cyber domain is, in fact,
primarily made up of civilians, or “netizens”. Because of how diverse cyberspace is, discussing cyber-war is
limited with national interest dominating the agenda, and as military affairs
are still dominated by physical military
power, cyber warfare only serves to
ignore the greater security concern,
which is protecting the physical and
digital infrastructure itself. The cyber
domain is a truly global and transnational phenomenon; it is a borderless
world. No state has officially declared
a cyber war—yet. Also, when war
is declared, officials do not use the
terms “land war” or “sea war”, but
rather declare war in all its variants.
During times of conflict along land,
sea, and air warfare, cyberspace may
simply become another environment
to conduct military activity, without formal cyber warfare being declared.
The first unofficial cyber-attack to
have physical consequences hap-
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pened in 1982 where it is alleged that
the US Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) indirectly supplied the Soviet
Union with control systems for a pipeline which contained malicious code.
When Russia invaded Chechnya in
1997, both sides engaged in “information operations”, mainly involved
temporarily taking websites offline.
The Russian Georgian War 2008 is
the first example of large-scale cyber
attacks being initiated along with a
land, sea, and air invasion, which one
would be forgiven for suggesting that
a cyber-war was happening alongside
conventional warfare. The main focus of attack in this situation was to
take official websites offline via DDoS
attacks. Jeffrey Carr describes Magomed Yevloev, who died in 2008, as
a casualty of cyber warfare. Yevloev
set up an anti-Kremlin website and
was arrested and “accidently” killed
whilst he was being transported by
police. In the summer of 2012, a video from al-Qaeda’s as-Sahab media
outlet calling for an “electronic Jihad,”
was released to the FBI. The video
showed an unnamed al-Qaeda operative directing “covert mujahidin” to
launch waves of cyber attacks against
US networks including critical infra-

Since early 2018, FireEye has
been tracking an ongoing wave of
intrusions targeting engineering and
maritime entities, especially those
connected to South China Sea issues.
The campaign is linked to a group of
suspected Chinese cyber espionage
actors since 2013, dubbed TEMP.
Periscope. The group has also been
reported as “Leviathan” by other security firms. Like multiple other Chinese
cyber espionage actors, TEMP.Periscope has recently re-emerged and
has been observed conducting operations with a revised toolkit. Known targets of this group have been involved
in the maritime industry, as well as
engineering-focused entities, and include research institutes, academic
organizations, and private firms in the
United States. FireEye products have
robust detection for the malware used
in this campaign.
China’s Ministry of State Security
(MSS) has allegedly leveraged the
country’s public vulnerability database to exploit security flaws before
they are patched. On 9 March 2018,
Recorded Future, a US threat intelligence company, released an in-depth
report that found China’s National Vulnerability Database (CNNVD)
evaluated high-threat vulnerabilities
for their usefulness to the MSS before
publication. CNNVD then retroactively
changed the original publication date
to hide the evidence of this evaluation
process and obfuscate which vulnerabilities the MSS may be exploiting.
On 11 March 2018, Australia’s de-
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fence department banned staff from
using the popular Chinese social media app “WeChat”. At the end of February, the department confirmed that
it was phasing out Huawei and ZTE
mobile phones, despite saying they
do not pose a security risk, after the
US warned against their use. Late last
year, the Indian defence ministry ordered all officers and security personnel to uninstall WeChat and over 40
other Chinese apps, classifying them
as spyware. These orders highlight a
fear that apps developed in China are
being used to track users and make
personal data accessible to Chinese
security services. Cyber security firm
McAfee documented an aggressive
cyber espionage campaign targeted
at Turkish financial institutions, allegedly carried out by Hidden Cobra,
a hacking group linked to the North
Korean government. The attackers
targeted individuals in the unspecified organisations with spear-phishing
emails containing attachments, which
when viewed installed malicious implants on their computers. This malware gives the attackers full control of
their victims’ machines, enabling them
to steal information, alter data or destroy files. The operation appears to
be designed to gather intelligence that
would facilitate a later cyber heist.
To combat the growth of insecure
connected devices including routers,
the UK government is developing a
code of practice to improve cyber security for the Internet of Things (IoT).
The proliferation of connected devices globally, coupled with low security standards, has compromised privacy and poses significant security
risks. The UK’s draft regulations will
require manufacturers of “smart” devices to have a public point of contact
for people to report security issues
and to guarantee that their devices

will receive lifetime software support.
Other measures include barring manufacturers from using common default
passwords, ensuring that software
updates are pushed out automatically
and that sensitive information is encrypted.
There is a crescendo of interest
in establishing effective deterrence in
cyberspace. The US Senate Armed
Services Committee, Director of National Intelligence, Dan Coats, said
Washington has yet to develop an
effective cyber deterrence policy. On
7 March 2018, a bipartisan group of
senators issued a letter to the White
House requesting the announcement
of a “cyber deterrence strategy as
soon as possible”. Next week (12-16
Mar 18), IISS Senior Adviser, Nigel
Inkster, participated in the sixth annual MIT International Conference on
Cyber Norms, where much of the discussion focused on political and operational solutions in the aftermath of
the most recent United Nations Group
of Governmental Experts (which failed
to reach a consensus report). IISS assesses that many nations will now be
relying even further on traditional realpolitik approaches in cyberspace.
In general, Russian disinformation
spreads on Reddit; Beijing attempts
to exploit public vulnerability database; IISS experts discuss deterrence
at MIT conference on cyber norms.
Nonetheless, some questions are
emerging from this article. Why some
states are more vulnerable than others in cyber attacks? Why some regions seem to be target of the majority
of these attacks? Is it a techical matter
that network engineers can solve or
the cyber attacks emulate the tradiotional way of the perception of attack
and defence? If we magage to answer
these crucial matters of importance,

we will be inside the “problem’s heart”
in order to minimize the cyber threats.
To sum up, cyber security has to
be taken seriously, as cyber attacks
have been demonstrated to be a widespread problem. Cyber attacks allow
those who are not necessarily as apt
with computer systems to join groups
or individuals who wish to achieve a
certain objective through the use of
cyber-space. They are, however, not
a new phenomenon, it was claimed
in 2001 that an “Iraq Net” had existed
since the mid-nineties. Also, a group,
which is now known as “Anonymous”
has a political objective, in that it
wishes to influence government foreign policy. Anonymous can be seen
as a terrorist group that is operating
within cyberspace, therefore making
them cyber-terrorists. In conclusion,
it is worth to notice William’s J. Lynn
III, Fmr. US Deputy Defense Secretary, phrase: “A couple dozen talented
programmers wearing flip-flops and
drinking Red Bull can do a lot of damage”.

Dionysios K. KARATASIOS
OF-1 (HE A)
1st LTN (SIG)
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NATO’s FlexibiliTy
IN PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT

Looking back in the years that
have recently passed one can easily
identify that besides the armaments
NATO countries have invested in purchasing assets for research purposes.
In eastern Mediterranean especially
we have seen the research vessels
fleet increase by the recent buy of Polarcus Samur from Turkey which was
renamed as RV Barbaros Hayreddin
Pasa. The ship came to be one of the
best in the area with the ability to carry
up to 8 streamers capacity which can
present in 3D image the sea bottom at
real time. Seal 428 is the only acquisition system able to manage an unlimited number of streamers for high
density 3D seismic acquisition purpose, and extremely long offset operations using streamers up to 15km
long. At the same time there can be
use of airguns that in combination
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with the streamers can explore the
seabed. Although its ability to gather
efficiently and rather quickly all sorts
of scientific data (bathymetric, salinity,
sst, seismic, geological etc) the ship,
due to the situation between Greece,
Cyprus, Israel, Syria, Lebanon, Egypt
and Turkey, engaged in conflict of interests and missed the opportunity to
be used as the primary research ship
of eastern Mediterranean sea and
Aegean sea and instead it was used
mainly for purposes that do not comply with the nature of the ship. This
would have united researchers benefiting in a way that all countries could
be gathering data fast and efficiently.
However the situation today is slightly different. Researchers are striving
to acquire data for their research and
most common is that of exchanging
data between them via ways that are

often interpreted as inappropriate. For
example most of the nautical charts
for the Aegean Sea are dated back
in 1974 with reference to American
bathymetric surveys. This is how it
has been widely known about hydrocarbons in the area and today we
have confirmation due to the recent
geophysical research. Or many of the
studies at Greek basins as Amvrakikos gulf are backed up with data that
come from sources outside Greece.
It is a certainty that science should
have no limits. On the other hand we
are facing the problem of sovereignty
and copyrights. Therefore it is of great
importance to maintain good relations
between the scientific community.
Another issue is that of the right of
the country A to claim the research
data according to UNCLOS from a
ship that belongs to country B which
asks permission to conduct research
at the continental shelf of country A.
Problems occur when ships belong
to countries that have not signed UNCLOS. The research is accompanied
by a NAVTEX which covers the area
of interest. But what happens when an
area is occupied by NAVTEX where
the country has no jurisdiction.

A healthy approach on the matter
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is this of the Agreement on the Conservation of Cetaceans in the Black
Sea Mediterranean Sea and Contiguous Atlantic Area (ACCOBAMS)
which is an international organization
that has managed to unite the riparian
countries of the Mediterranean Sea
and exchange knowledge and data on
the conservation of marine mammals.
It is a legal conservation tool based
on cooperation. It serves under the
prince Albert II of Monaco. Its purpose
is to reduce threats to cetaceans by
improving current knowledge. Greece
has actively been involved in the conservation of marine mammals by ratifying ACCOBAMS agreement in 1996
with entry into force in 2001. ACCOBAMS has been a driver of the conservation of Cetaceans and celebrated
20 years of active contribution to that
cause in 2016. Scientists are capable
of conducting common surveys as the
one that ACCOBAMS is planning for
the coming summer of 2018 the ACCOBAMS Survey Initiative (ASI). The
ASI synoptic survey will be carried out
throughout the Mediterranean Sea
during the summer of 2018. This effort
will be conducted by several teams at
national or sub regional levels under
the guidance of the ASI Scientific Coordinator. The overall coordination of
the project is provided by the ACCOBAMS Secretariat however national
coordination processes have to be
ensured for allowing appropriate implementation of the 2018 survey and
subsequent data analysis. A preparation phase is thus needed at each
national level to comply with existing
regulations and specific constraints,
in order to ensure adapted and op-

timal conditions for the aerial and/or
ship-based surveys. This phase is
also crucial for the identification and
preparation of each survey team either at national or sub regional levels
according to the cases, and to assess
all scientific, technical and logistical
aspects. As pointed out previously, it
is essential that national effort is highly expected at this common survey. At
the program they will participate also
countries which have not yet ratified
the ACCOBAMS agreement. The
importance of the program stands
higher than nations therefore these
countries are welcomed to participate
respecting at the same time the provisions of UNCLOS. Nothing in this ACCOBAMS Agreement nor any act adopted on the basis of this Agreement
shall prejudice the rights and obligations, the present and future claims or
legal views of any State relating to the
law of the sea or to the Montreux Convention of 20 July 1936, in particular
the nature and the extent of marine
areas, the delimitation of marine areas between States with opposite or
adjacent coasts, freedom of navigation on the high seas, the right and the
modalities of passage through straits

used for international navigation and
the right of innocent passage in territorial seas, as well as the nature and
extent of the jurisdiction of the coastal State, the flag State and the port
State. No act or activity undertaken on
the basis of this Agreement shall constitute grounds for claiming, contending or disputing any claim to national
sovereignty or jurisdiction.
NATO as a traditional noise producer has many times been accused,
from environmental organizations and
NGOs. According to Barcelona Convention 1976, pollution means “the
introduction by man, directly or indirectly, of substance or energy into the
marine environment resulting in such
deleterious effects as harm to living
resources”. At the table below it is presented the strandings of cetaceans
per year related to naval maneuvers
or verified sonar emissions. These
incidents tend to be explained as accidents that happened for unspecified
reasons but the environmental organizations and NGOs do not let it go
so easily. Their constant effort is to
raise awareness of public opinion in
order to stop the strandings of ceta-
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ceans as well as to gain publicity. This
is the reason that NATO has strengthened its environmental policy with a
series of marine mammal mitigation
doctrines.
In 2008 the US Supreme Court decided over a dispute between the U.S.
Navy and environmental action groups
regarding mid-frequency active sonar
use, during naval training exercises
off the coast of Southern California.
After 2008 where US NAVY lost the
court dispute with environmental organizations over measures that need
to be taken for the protection of cetaceans, NATO has shown a more ecof-

riendly approach on the matter. NATO
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released MC 0547 policy that requires
implementing appropriate protective
measures to ensure the protection of
marine mammals within the framework of Alliance maritime activities.
Additionally with Special Publications
NURC (NURC-SP-2008-003, NURCSP-2009-002) issued Marine Mammal Risk Mitigation Rules and Procedures. These became the primary
documents to NATO while operating
with sonar. A recent event that stigmatized naval exercises with sonar
was at exercise Noble Dina in 2014.
There we saw the lack of consistency
in the procedures of the aforementioned Special Publications. All three
countries that participated at the exercise declared that they followed the
foreseen NATO procedures. But the
stranding events were a fact.
In exercise TRJE 15 JFC
BRUNSSUM at EXPLAN it was included the ACCOBAMS Guidelines
to address the impact of anthropogenic noise on cetaceans in the ACCOBAMS area as ADDENDUM #1
that it should be followed while NATO
exercises are ongoing with the use
of naval sonar. These guidelines are
an extract of ACCOBAMS Resolution 4.17 regarding (military sonar
and civil) high power sonar. It is a big
step that NATO adopted ACCOBAMS
guidelines and no other ones that
could have shortfalls or be irrelevant.
At the same time it does not use the
two Special Publications that were introduced earlier. The way that NATO
is approaching the subject shows
that it is open to discussions with other players. It seems that through the
years NATO guidelines have failed to

achieve conservation of Cetaceans
due to stranding incidents that have
occurred occasionally. What has to be
done from now on is to be accepted
as the official document from NATO
and be applied to all countries. Still
the concern remains regarding the
fact that not all NATO countries have
ratified ACCOBAMS agreement and
vice versa meaning that not all countries that have ratified the aforementioned agreement are NATO members or PfP. The problem becomes
bigger when it comes to countries
that have not signed UNCLOS. In that
case the guidelines should be adopted even though there would be conflict of interest. As Eastern Mediterranean representative of ACCOBAMS
Greece has tried to make it clear that
conflict of interests should be tackled
prudently because the primary cause
is to make ACCOBAMS guidelines
the main document to NATO for the
conservation of Cetaceans while usage of sonar by ships. At the last Scientific Committee of ACCOBAMS in
2017 at Monaco there were presented the Tors of an ACCOBAMS-NATO
workshop. The aim of the workshop is
to improve dialogue and cooperation
between NATO and national navies
with ACCOBAMS, meaning that it addresses military activities of navies,
including NATO and Non-NATO countries in the ACCOBAMS area. Since
military activities are a sensitive matter potential dialogue with navies of all
Range States to the Agreement area
is sought.
Objectives of the workshop are:
•

To examine and evaluate ex-
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Agreement area.
•
Session 2 (NATO): Why is sonar necessary? To what degree can
it be modified (signal, manner of use,
etc. )?
•
Session 3 (ACCOBAMS SC):
What is the potential impact of sonar
on marine mammals?
•
Session 4 (NATO/ACCOBAMS SC): Mitigation measures, best
environmental practice and technological improvements to avoid and reduce negative impact on cetaceans

isting mitigation approaches/regulations, identify and assess the likely efficacy of potential new ones and make
recommendations for further work,
including identifying mitigation measures for priority populations/areas as
appropriate and methods to examine
efficacy

the conservation of cetaceans during
the workshop

•
To develop scientific and conservation recommendations and a
three-year work plan for consideration
by NATO and ACCOBAMS

•
To discuss steps towards improved transparency and access to
information in relation to planned and
undertaken exercises

•
To present and review the list
of existing and recommended Marine
Protected Areas (MPAs) including cetacean critical habitats (CCH) and inform NATO about the benefits for cetaceans when these areas remain or
become free of naval sonar and other
potentially damaging naval exercises.

•
Information exchange on best
practice experiences and activities
presented from both perspectives.

•
To update the existing noise
guidelines regarding naval sonar for

•
To promote the collaboration
between NATO and ACCOBAMS
through compliance to harmonized
rules and procedures for the conservation of cetaceans

Proposed Sessions:
•
Session 1 (ACCOBAMS SC):
Overview about previous work as
well as decisions by the Parties, including output and recommendations
from the SC relating to the impacts of
military activities on cetaceans in the

•
Session 5 (ACCOBAMS SC):
Specific concerns. Address the vulnerability of Cuvier beaked whales
and specific hot spots in the agreement area.
•
Session 6 (NATO/ACCPBAMS SC): A way forward. Identifying
steps for better cooperation to reduce
and/or avoid negative impacts, assessing ways to determine the efficacy of existing
But what is the gain for NATO from
participating in such a workshop?
NATO member countries are aware of
the environmental challenges during
military operations and they have adopted rules and regulations to protect
the environment. At this time, NATO’s
policy states that NATO-led forces
“must strive to respect environmental
principles and policies under all conditions”. However the situation will
continue to be unpleasant whenever a
new stranding event will take place. In
extreme occasions there have been
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strandings of animals due to unpredicted behavior. This workshop will
emphasize the need of respecting the
procedures that ACCOBAMS is introducing. It is up to the countries of the
alliance to welcome such an endeavor. JFC Brunssum acknowledged the
need of improving the NATO guidelines of cetacean protection and has
chosen to use the ACCOBAMS ones.
NATO recognises that it faces many
environmental challenges. In particular, the Alliance is working to reduce
the environmental effects by protecting the physical and natural environment from the harmful and detrimental
impact of military activities. Damage to
the environment from these activities
can threaten livelihoods and habitats,
and thus breed instability. Environmental degradation can cause social
and economic instability and new tensions, whereas the preservation of
the environment during a military operation can enhance stabilisation and
foster lasting security. Hence, minimizing environmental damage during
training and military operations is of
great importance for the overall success of the mission. In order to ensure
compliance with such standards, forces must receive appropriate environmental protection training. While such
training is primarily a national responsibility, it is NATO’s ambition to provide common environmental protection and energy efficiency education
to Allies’ forces. It is necessary to embed environmental protection awareness into the daily routine of military
personnel and increase their personal
responsibility in this field. To advance
this objective, NATO has designated
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staff officers for the implementation of
environmental protection at strategic,
operational and tactical levels.
Additionally,
NATO
School
Oberammergau and the Military
Engineering Center of Excellence
(MILENG COE) provide environmental protection courses and instruction
as part of their curriculum. The NATO-ACCOBAMS workshop aims to
be part of this loop and inform military
personnel of the openings that they
have through this collaboration.
Marine Mammal Observers course
(MMO) is an educational opportunity
that ACCOBAMS is providing to civilians as well as military personnel.
This capacity building process will offer the two organizations the chance
to obtain, improve, and retain the
skills and knowledge needed to do
their jobs competently.
According to the HELLENIC MINISTRY OF NATIONAL DEFENCE, the
environmental policy is the principle
document for the marine protection.
It is stated that the presence of naval
forces will have to be conducted in
such manner, that the minimum possible harm to the marine environment
is induced. Similarly, any other Armed
Forces activity, which might affect the
marine environment, will have to be
conducted in a way that all the indicative technical and organisational measures are taken for the prevention and
handling of every possible polluting
incident. The conservation of habitats,
flora and fauna constitutes a general
obligation. Besides the apparent importance of biodiversity, the natural

background constitutes an important
parameter for the Armed Forces, in
terms of the execution of exercises
under training conditions which are
as similar as possible to the actual
conditions. It should be noted that
military training areas are recognised
at an international level as islets of
biodiversity. In line with the aforementioned policy NRDC-GR has issued
its Environmental Protection Policy
Guidelines that is an assurance for
the prevention of the avoidance of the
degradation of the environment when
conducting operations. The exercise
TRJR 18 is expected to give an operational boost to the Environmental
Protection Policy Guidelines. After the
exercise it is expected to be released
LL regarding environmental protection
during operating at sea.
In the near future a new article will
take place where it will refer to the use
of NAVTEX and the exploitation of hydrocarbons in comparison to environmental impact.

Vasileios Petropoulos
OF-4 (HEN)
Msc Marine Biologist
Chief Knowledge Management
NRDC-GR/J2
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TAcliNg cyberspAce cOmplexiTy

1.

The rise of cyberpower

The rapid spread of information-communication
technologies
around the world has created a globally connected domain called cyberspace. Nearly every function of modern society is enabled by cyberspace.
This is both an advantage and a serious vulnerability, because a variety of
actors, ranging from individuals, small
groups, non-state actors and governments are developing cyber-attack
capabilities that can disrupt, and even
destroy core elements of modern society. The strategic effects that can
be produced from cyberspace are
encompassing what has emerged as
cyberpower that, on one hand, has
helped states in developing their national instruments of power (economic, military, diplomatic, and politic),
while on the other hand has also empowered individuals, organizations,

and non-state actors, allowing them to
have a global reach and an influence
that hitherto was unavailable.
As pervasiveness and growing importance of the cyber dimension are
having a tangible impact on interna-

tional politics and the use of military
force in the twenty-first century, NATO
has been increasingly targeted with
cyber-attacks over the past decade,
and therefore at the 2014 NATO Summit in Wales, Allies recognized that international law applies in cyberspace,
and that the impact of cyber-attacks
could be as harmful to our societies
as a conventional attack. Later, at the
Warsaw Summit in 2016, Allies reaffirmed NATO’s defensive mandate
and recognized cyberspace as a domain of operations in which NATO
must defend itself as effectively as it
does in the air, on land and at sea,
pledging to enhance the cyber defenses of their national networks and
infrastructures, as a matter of priority. As most crises and conflicts today
have a cyber dimension, treating cyberspace as a domain enabled NATO
to better protect and conduct its missions and operations.
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2.

A new dimension for conflict

Cyberspace is a relatively new
domain when compared to land, sea,
and air. Of equal plausibility, however, is that NATO Planners are confronted with the uncomfortable notion
that cyberspace is an intangible, fluid,
and counterintuitive phenomenon or
a domain to be discussed later that
defies the neat categorizations of the
other strategic domains. However, as
strategic effects that can be produced
from cyberspace are somewhat easier to grasp, it is possible to give cyberspace a certain tangibility and uniformity similar to the definitions of land,
sea, and air power.
Since cyberpower can be used
globally with a certain degree of anonymity in peace, crisis, and war for
this reason it blurs the distinction between war and peace, undermining
the privileged role of the state in war.
Terrorism, and the use of terrorists as
proxies by states, already blurs this
distinction but cyberpower adds to
what might potentially be a dangerous
ambiguity between peace and war.
States subject to countless cyber-attacks that lead to significant societal
disruption, or suffer the loss of sensitive information related to national defense may perceive that they are the
victims of actions that are a prelude
to war or merit a military response.
Misperception and miscalculation are
major risks in such circumstances.
With over a billion users combined
with the growing ubiquity of cyberspace in societies, it is not surprising
that cyberspace has become a place
of constant conflict, resulting in dis-
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ruption, deception, and theft. While
conflict is an ever-present feature
of cyberspace, not all conflicts there
equate to what many would regard as
war in the Clausewitzian sense. The
vast majority of nefarious activities
that take place in cyberspace every
day range from young hackers, showing off their skills and online political
protest and dissent called hacktivism,
to criminal activity and espionage.
There is a question as to whether
these activities together constitute a
cyberwar and therefore merit the type
of response that a war might warrant. Cyberspace has changed the
character of war significantly, making
any malign cyber incident conducted
against a state or its society or economy a new form of conflict. For NATO
Planners, it is this use of cyberspace

that is of significant interest.
If it is plausible to suggest that military organization and structure will
change due to the pervasiveness of
cyberpower, when and how military
force will be used to counter cyber
threats will be challenged by the innovative transformation of digital technology into new generation weapons
and enablers.
An example of the use of technology as cyberpower was anticipated
by the impact of social media on the
‘Arab Spring’ event, which was profound. While at that time it did not
directly bring to bear a new threat or
potential to destroy life or property, it
did show how technology can vastly
shorten the links of a social network
and thus accelerate a desired out-
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come that was the political reform,
while social media represented the
primary means that enabled such
achievement.
Considering that social media can
magnify messages and information
worldwide to the extent that they can
have a relevant impact on public opinion, the possibility to generate automated propaganda can turn them into
a new generation weapon, which is in
this case related to perception management. These intrinsic features of
cyberspace could be easily exploited
with the malevolent intent to broadcast
fake news to spread online manipulated content in order to deceive, distract, and misinform the public opinion, trashing the debate with diverging
truths, which eventually disorient and
corroborate a sense of doubt among
the public, or shape the opinion of a
specific target audience on a certain
issue. Hostile actors in cyberspace
could be willing and capable of influencing public opinion to a degree that
old-fashioned psychological operations could only dream of. In order for
data to become a weapon, it does not
really matter whether the content is
fake or non-attributable; it is instead
crucial to make the first impression,
and ultimately, to hack the cognitive
domain of the public opinion.

Another example of a technological security breach was recently

looming when the locations of military
bases and soldiers around the world
have been inadvertently published
by a mobile fitness application. That
happened as a heatmap of GPS data
recorder allowed users to track their
own and other jogging routes, showing activity in and around military bases, and suggesting where soldiers are
on active duty, potentially alerting terrorists or foreign powers.
Throughout 2017, NATO cyber experts noted an evolution in cyber-attacks, and an increasing targeting of
softer systems, such as personal devices and networks related to NATO
but not covered by its protection, implying that what is going on in cyberspace is part of a much greater game
for projecting state and non-state
power beyond borders, as a new form
of subversion that aims at deceiving
the opponent, discrediting its decision
makers, disorienting and demoralizing its public and armed forces.
3.

Valuable advices

Cyberspace is a domain that will
have long-term implications for how
military forces are organized, and
will lead to changes that might culminate in a twenty-first century revolution in military affairs.
Though, it goes without hesitation that
there are emerging
cyber threats that are
required to be urgently countered with appropriate measure.

threat is powerful in reducing cyber
vulnerabilities, as it enhances cyber
hygiene in the general public and
would drastically reduce the potential damages of cyber-attacks. It is
not that cyber hygiene and a greater
awareness about the cyber threat will,
per se, protect from cyber threats, but
it is an easy and relatively inexpensive
measure that could allow facing even
serious challenges. Explaining the
dangers of manipulated information
will also constitute an efficient cultural
barrier against fake news, while societies develop a healthy skepticism as
they learn to manage, interpret and
evaluate large volumes of non-intermediated information.
Partnering with those that are in
need to defend against the same
menace means establishing international and domestic alliances with all
relevant public and private stakeholders, who can be owners and operators
of key information/communications in-

Education in dealing with the cyber
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frastructures and media outlets, building with them confidence measures
and norms of behavior in cyberspace.
To keep pace with the rapidly
changing threat landscape and maintain robust cyber defenses, NATO is
in lead for the development of new
doctrines and structures, as well as it
is actively involved in the institutional arrangements that are needed to
counter current cyber threats. These
actions reflect Allied decisions on
strengthening cyber defense procedures, awareness, education, training
and integration into Operational Planning. Further actions are reinforcing
assistance to Allied countries and
encouraging progress in various cooperation initiatives, including those
with partner countries, international
organizations and industry for information-sharing and the exchange of
best practices.
Worth noting is that cyber defense

is one of the areas where NATO and
the European Union are working
closer than ever, as part of the two
organizations’ increasingly coordinated efforts to counter cyber threats,
strengthening their mutual participa-

tion and cooperation in exercises, and
fostering research, training and information-sharing.

Vitorio LIPARI
OF-4 (ITA A)
Coordinator
NRDC-GR/J5
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ISRAELI SPECIAL OPERATIONS
RAID ON ENTEBBE JULY 4, 1976
Almost 40 years ago, Israeli commandos stunned the world when they pulled
off a seemingly impossible mission – to
rescue more than 100 hostages held by
pro-Palestinian terrorists at Entebbe airport in Uganda. The raid is remembered
today as one of Israel’s finest hours, and
was the reason the then unknown Bibi
Netanyahu launched his political career
– after his brother Yoni, the only Israeli
soldier to die in the raid, was hailed a national hero.

Abstract
Terrorist attacks, high profile kidnappings, extortion, political insurgency are some of the growing risks
that a country might face. These
threats could affect its stability and
might also have a significant political impact. How rapidly and effectively you react in a crisis is critical.
It can make the difference between
recovering well, or not at all. Due to
changed threat situations in the whole
world e.g. international terrorism, catastrophe etc. efficient preparation
for crises has meanwhile become a
must everywhere in the world. Special Operation Forces (SOF) played a
significant role dealing with such kind
of events and in most cases successfully. As a result, SOF still should be
faced as a strategic asset to be employed where political risk exists. One
of the best examples of SOF employment is the Raid on Entebbe (4th July
1976) which stunned the whole world
with its success and will be presented
here.

Prelude
On 27 June 1976, Air France
Flight 139 from Tel Aviv to Paris was
hijacked shortly after taking off from
Athens. What followed was a weeklong hostage drama which finally culminated in a spectacular hostage rescue operation carried out by Israel’s
Special Forces operating more than
3800 km away from home. (Pic.1)

on 28 June 1976. At Entebbe, the four
hijackers were joined by at least four
others, supported by the pro-Palestinian forces of Uganda’s President, Idi
Amin. They demanded the release of
40 Palestinians «Freedom Fighters»
held in Israel and 13 other detainees
imprisoned in Kenya, France, Switzer-

The Hijack
Shortly after its take off from Athens around 1230 h, Flight 139 was
hijacked by four hijackers-two Palestinians from the Popular Front for
the Liberation of Palestine- External
Operations (PFLP-EO) and two Germans from the German Revolutionary Cells—Wilfried Böse and Brigitte
Kuhlmann. The flight was refueled at
Benghazi in Libya where it made a
stopover for seven hours. One pregnant female passenger was released
at Benghazi. The flight landed at Entebbe airport in Uganda around 1515h
Pic.1
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land, and West Germany. Six of these
prisoners belonged to the German
Baader-Meinhof gang. They threatened that if these demands were not
met, they would begin to kill hostages
on 1 July 1976. At least 53 passengers mostly women and children were
released by the hijackers.
The Israeli government, well
known for its non-negotiation stand
with terrorists reluctantly began negotiations with the hijackers while
most of the other countries refused
to release prisoners held in their respective countries. After the Israeli
government agreed to negotiate, 101
hostages were allowed to fly to Paris and the deadline for the release of
prisoners was extended by another
three days.
The hostages were held in the
Transit building (now Old Terminal
building) at Entebbe airport. The
non-Israeli hostages were released
by the terrorists. 106 hostages including 12 crew members continued to remain captive. At this time, a decision
to launch a hostage rescue operation
was reluctantly taken. But as time
went by and the possibilities of achieving success in a daring commando
operation so far away from home and
in a hostile country appeared remote.
Therefore, the option of negotiations
seemed to be the only alternative. Indeed, late in the week, reviewing his
country’s meager options, an Israeli

Pic.3
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official sadly (although not quite accurately) concluded: «Since we are
completely powerless to act, we have
no choice but to make a deal.»
But as the talks with the terrorists went on, it was realized that
there could be no guarantee of the
safe release of the hostages even after conceding their demands. There
were reports that President Idi Amin
of Uganda was preparing his own set
of demands which included financial
ones from Israel.
Israel’s intelligence wing, Mossad
and the Assault Group Commander
Lt Col Jonathan (Yoni) Netanyahu
extensively interviewed the released
hostages in Paris. A French-Jewish
hostage who was mistakenly released
provided extensive details about the
building at Entebbe airport and the
position of the hijackers in which the
hostages were being held. A contact
discreetly photographed the airport
terminal at Entebbe. The blue-print

of the building was obtained from an
Israeli contractor who had built the airport. It took about a week to conceive
the raid after piecing together all available information and intelligence.
Operation Thunderbolt (Pic.2)
Even as the hostage drama unfolded, Israeli Defence Forces (IDF)
officers, Lt Col Netanyahu (Pic.3), Maj
Muki Betzer and Maj Gen An Shomron, Intelligence officer Col Ehud
Barak and others were planning the
rescue operation. Three options included traveling in the Hercules aircraft, parachuting to boats on Lake
Victoria or driving from Kenya. Finally,
it was decided to fly into Entebbe by
impersonating as President Idi Amin’s
entourage. Maj Muki Betzer who was
previously posted in Uganda when Israel had diplomatic relations with that
country provided information on President Amin and the Ugandan Army. A
mock-up of Entebbe airport was constructed and dry runs conducted in
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which troops rehearsed alighting from
the aircraft and executing the rescue
mission.
By mid-afternoon on 3 July 1976,
4 Hercules C-130 Transport aircrafts
took off from Israel with nearly 200
IDF troops comprising of the Sayeret
Matkal, Golani Brigade and Paratroopers and Armoured Vehicles on
board. The aircrafts escorted by fighter aircrafts flew at a low altitude to
avoid detection by radars. After a brief
stopover at Sharm-al-Sheikh off the
Red Sea Coast, the soldiers switched
into Ugandan Army uniforms.
At midnight on 4 July 1976, the
four Hercules approached Entebbe
airport for a landing. Luckily, the landing strip lights were on. The first Hercules was carrying the assault group
led by Lt Col Yoni Netanyahu and 29
others from Sayeret Matkal, Israel’s
elite Commando unit. They split into
two squads each assigned to storm
the terminal building from three entry
points. To achieve the element of surprise and swiftly approach the terminal building where the hostages were
being held hostage, the ramp of the
first Hercules was opened 5-8 minutes before landing. Some Paratroopers jumped off while the plane was
taxing and placed lighted markers on
the runway. The 30 Sayeret Matkal
commandos soon followed in their
black Mercedes and two Land Rovers
disguised as President Amin’s entourage (Pic.4).
The Black Mercedes was flagged
down by two Ugandan Army sentries
and one of the Israeli commandos
shot them with a silencer-fitted pistol. Another Israeli commando in the
second vehicle opened fire and killed
both the sentries as he realised that
they were only injured and could have

Pic.4

still opened fire on the Israeli commandos. He was using a non-muzzled weapon and the noise of the firing took away the element of surprise
from the operation. Lt Col Jonathan
Netanyahu now decided to abandon
the original plan of driving to the terminal building and instead alighted from
their vehicles near the control tower
and approached the terminal building
on foot.
The Ugandan troops shut out the
airport lights and exchange of fire began. After some intermittent exchange
of fire, the Sayeret Matkal squads
were inside the terminal building. One
terrorist was shot dead in the room
where the hostages were being held.
Another two were killed in an adjoining room. The fourth hijacker was shot
behind a pillar where he was hiding.
Three hostages died in the cross-fire
including one who was mistaken to be
a terrorist and shot by the Israeli commandos. At the same time, the Paratroopers were called in from the periphery and the hostages were being
ferried to the Hercules in jeeps and
armored vehicles from the terminal
building. The peripheral party continued to engage the Ugandan soldiers.

20 Ugandan Army soldiers were killed
in the firefight. 11 Soviet built MiG21s and MiG-17s were destroyed by
the troops holding the periphery. Lt
Col Jonathan Netanyahu was hit by
a burst of Kalashnikov fire from the
Control tower and was hit in his arm
and chest. He succumbed to his injuries on board the Hercules transport.
Five other IDF soldiers were injured
in the operation which lasted all of 53
minutes. The assault lasted only 30
minutes. Three hostages died and 12
suffered injuries in the operation. One
hostage who was left behind was later
shot dead by two Ugandan Army officers in a hospital. By some estimates,
nearly 33-45 Ugandan Army soldiers
were killed in the operation. Ugandan
Army admitted that it had lost 20 soldiers in the raid.
The hostages finally reached Israel after a re-fuelling stop at Nairobi airport in Kenya. The Operation was later re-named «Operation Yonathan» in
honour of Lt Col Jonathan Netanyahu.
Strategic Deductions
•
For two to three decades
leading upto 9/11 commandeering aircrafts by terrorists led to anti-hijack-
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ing operations by various countries.
Post 9/11, terrorists changed tack
and diversified targeting to attacks on
hotels, railway tubes, etc. As part of
their changing tactics terrorists may
once again go back to striking aircraft
carrying citizens. Hence, we need to
prepare ourselves to possibility of carrying out anti-hijack operations both
within and outside the country.
•
We, therefore, need to have
a dedicated force structure, including
and expeditionary one, to tackle such
threats.
•
We need to nurture and
evolve a will of the people, mandating
our political class to take a bold and
decisive call to intervene on behalf
of and in the interest of our people in
such emerging situations.
•
When so called upon to act,
we must keep the options to act and
negotiate as part of the overall aim to
take out the hijackers through force.
•
We need to allocate sufficient
resources to equip a lean and mean
force to attack with deadly precision
and effect with state of the art equipment and train accordingly.
Tactical Deductions
•
Intelligence gathering was
critical in conceiving the rescue mission. Human intelligence on the
Ugandan Army, blue-print of the old
terminal building and layout of the airport and information on the profile and
location of terrorists inside the terminal building helped in piecing together
a meticulous operational plan. This
highlights the need for specialized intelligence gathering and interrogation
skills and resources when the crisis is
still developing.
•

Intelligence needs to be up-
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dated at all times. In this instance, information on President Idi Amin using
a newly purchased white Mercedes
instead of the earlier black one was
lacking. This aroused the suspicion
of the Ugandan sentries who flagged
down the three lead vehicles of the
assault group leading to the loss of
the element of surprise.
•

The need to keep the hijackers engaged constantly to buy time
and put in place an effective operation
is critical.
•
Despite the best of plans and
rehearsals, one needs to be prepared
for all eventualities and quick re-appraisal of the plan at the execution
stage of the operation. Lt Col Jonathan Benjamin took a spontaneous
decision to assault the terminal building on foot after disembarking from
the vehicles near the control tower of
the airport after the element of surprise was lost. Rigorous training and
mental robustness of all members of
the assault team is essential in such
commando operations.
•
Familiarity of terrain is essential in such type of operations carried
over long distances from home country. In today’s environment, technology can be harnessed to obtain real
time situational awareness, for example, through satellites.
•
Synergy between all three
services may be necessary in a future operation of such nature. Airlift of
Special Forces can be through transport aircrafts, helicopters launched
by warships. Use of mid-air refuellers
can also be looked as an option for
operations where an aircraft has been
hijacked to a different county. Close
air support by escort fighter aircrafts
and flying below the radar are essen-

tial in maintaining secrecy of the operation till the last minute.
Conclusion
On July 4, 1976, Israeli commandos launched one of the most daring
hostage rescue missions of all time.
Its military audacity and tactical details have become a textbook case
of the use of Special Forces and the
element of surprise to gain advantage over a superior force. Its success awed military leaders across the
globe. In the second decade of the
21st century, when the world is infested with all sorts and forms of terrorists, the lessons of Entebbe are needed even more.

Anastasios PARASKEVAS
OF-3 (HE A)
Chief Special Forces
NRDC-GR/J3
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NATO BRANDING. THE CASE OF NRDC-GR
In a rapidly changing and globalised political environment, the concept of branding is crucial for managing policy and international relations.
NATO, as the strongest and most
valid military Alliance in the world,
understands the high importance of
branding in the process of achieving
the allies’ goals, protecting the sovereignty of the member-states and safeguarding collective defense and world
peace. As a result, in this article we
are going to briefly discuss NATO’s
branding policy concept through its
critical theory, everyday practice and
operational spectrum of NATO Rapid
Deployable Corps – Greece (NRDCGR).
NATO’s Rapid Deployable Corps
are High Readiness Headquarters,
which can be quickly dispatched to
lead NATO troops wherever necessary. According to NATO, the corps
can be deployed for a wide range
of missions: from disaster management, humanitarian assistance and
peace support to counter-terrorism
and high-intensity war fighting. There
are currently nine NATO Rapid Deployable Corps, which are capable of
commanding up to 60,000 soldiers.
It is worth noting that the political authorisation of the North Atlantic Council (NAC), NATO’s principal political
decision-making body, is required
to deploy the corps . One of these
High Readiness Force Headquarters
is NRDC-GR, which is a multinational, autonomous HQ, able to deploy

for operations anywhere on order. It
supports about 1,500 troops under
any conditions, in terms of force protection, accommodation, communications, feeding, water drilling and purification, electricity, hygiene, medical
support etc. From September 2015
onwards, NRDC-GR has initiated its
transformation to Joint Headquarters
and the adaptation of the Joint Logistic Support Group concept in the
frame of the Joint Task Force mission
.
It is essential to focus on NATO’s
branding narrative, in particular on its
three central themes: political, military and change. The political theme
pertains to the Alliance’s cooperation
in order to enhance the security and
stability for all its members through
initiatives that focus on consensus decision making, summits, partnerships,
information-sharing and promoting of
the role of women in peace and security. The military theme concerns the
capability and will of the Alliance to
protect its citizens, placing emphasis
on the initiatives of collective defence
and NATO’s Article 5, missions and
operations, exercises, deployments,
training and projecting stability. Fi-

nally, the theme of change relates
to innovation and securing its future
through military adaptation initiatives,
the Science for Peace and Security
Programme, cyber defence, counter-terrorism, Joint Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance .
In accordance with the aforementioned triptych, here follow two characteristic examples of each theme
concerning NRDC-GR’s recent activities during the past year. To begin with
two examples of the political theme,
in July 2017, NRDC-GR hosted the
NATO Strategic Direction South
Conference in Thessaloniki, organised by LANDCOM for JFC Naples.
Representatives from JFC Naples,
LANDCOM, NRDC-GR, and other NATO HQs, the European Union,
African Union, USAID, and the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees attended the conference,
with the aim of examining in greater
detail what the NATO Southern Hub
might be, how it would operate, and
help refine the Hub’s areas of interest.
Furthermore, the researchers from
the German Development Institute,
the European Institute for Security
Studies, and the Center for Strategic
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and more. A special emphasis was
given to the legal issues surrounding
the targeting process, with the aim
to minimise collateral damage to civilians and protect cultural property .
In addition, in May 2017, NRDC-GR
and the Greek Air Operations Coordination Centre (AOCC) conducted
the seminar “Ikaros”. Apart from the
Greek staff, participants included Air
Subject Matter Experts from NATO
AIRCOM and the Spanish Joint Force
Air Component Command. The seminar’s aim was to analyse specific
Joint Force Air Component Command
tasks and procedures, in order to facilitate the transformation of NRDCGR into a Joint HQ .

Studies at the University of Jordan
presented their perspectives on the
challenges of the region. Having attendees both from within and outside
NATO was extremely valuable in presenting a variety of viewpoints . Another significant branding event took
place in October 2017, when NRDCGR’s running team participated in the
6th International Thessaloniki Night
Half Marathon, numbering 60 people
in total, including family members.
The multinational spirit of cooperation
was highlighted by the fact that both
international and Greek staff took part
in the event, dynamically participating
in the city’s everyday life .
In the spirit of NATO’s military
theme, in September 2017, NRDC-
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GR hosted the Target Engagement
Authority - Senior Leaders seminar,
held under the responsibility of NATO
School Oberammergau (NSO) and
forms part of the Joint Targeting Interoperability Curriculum. The aim of
this seminar was to provide NRDC-GR
key leaders and Targeting Process
members with sufficient knowledge
on targeting. The main topics included the importance of clear Direction &
Guidance from the strategic down to
the tactical level, campaign synchronisation during the targeting cycle, national guidance and caveats, the Collateral Damage Estimate procedure,
Dynamic and Time Sensitive Targets
planning and execution issues, as
well as the importance of intelligence,
lessons learnt during real operations

Correspondingly, with reference to
the theme of change, in October 2017,
NRDC-GR conducted the seminar
“Key Leaders Media Engagement and
Spokespersons Training”. The aim of
the seminar was to improve the skills
of key leaders and spokespersons,
providing the appropriate background
in order to enable effective communications with media representatives
during operations or exercises. Subject Matter Experts from the Hellenic National Defense General Staff
(HNDGS), the Multinational Peace
Support Operations Training Centre
(MPSOTC) in Kilkis Greece, the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and
NRDC-GR Public Affairs Office, as
well as journalists from the local media and press agencies, were among
the speakers. Furthermore, a video
teleconference with the Defence Information School (DINFOS) of United
States Department of Defence took
place during the event, where members of this high value training entity
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in US shared experiences and lessons identified from real operations .
Additionally, in May 2018, NRDC-GR
hosted the 11th Allied Command Operations (ACO) International Legal
Conference, co-organised by the legal
offices of SHAPE and NRDC-GR. The
aim of the conference, which included
legal personnel from over 30 European Nations, was to develop a common understanding of special aspects
of International Law, while offering a
unique opportunity to engage with experts and debate the legal approach
to current challenges. The main topics
of discussion referred to some of the
top issues of the day for the Alliance
and the Nations that comprise it, such
as the analysis of the threats emanating from NATO’s Southern Flank,
the legal challenges from the use of
cyberspace as a domain of warfare
and the role of women in International
Organisations working for peace and
security .
As it is apparent from the above
examples, branding policy plays an
increasingly significant role in the
field of International Relations, which
may explain some of the reasons that
motivate political scientists to study
the concept of branding. According

to Wolff, “branding is a communication initiative that seeks to transmit
a core concept into the minds of an
audience, while, at the same time, it
is a long-term effort of creating a narrative that breeds trust, interest, and
affinity in the public” . In this branding
process, the key components involve
NATO’s public reputation, identifying
the essence of the Alliance, coordinating policy makers, bureaucrats, and
other stakeholders in brand-informed
policy, and conducting a long-term
communication strategy based on its
refined public image . Consequently,
brand narratives necessitate a thematic unity, a coherent message and
a disciplined and planned dissemination process so as to create an enjoyable experience of the brand in question, in this case, NRDC-GR .
The above arguments notwithstanding, NATO branding strategists
may need to take into consideration
certain pitfalls inherent in the process
of building a branding policy. First, it
is important to focus on the member
states which must become more comfortable with and committed to branding techniques. Second, due to the
multilateral nature of the organisation,
it is difficult to reach consensus on

a core concept to be communicated
to the public. Third, the societal and
cultural diversity in the Alliance makes
it more challenging to transmit an effective and unifying message. Fourth,
the message may not be received
by the public as it should due to the
reputation of any organisation which
is notoriously difficult and changes
slowly. The final issue relates to the
conducting of a branding strategy and
especially in the cases when is not
given enough time or resources for it
to take effect .
In conclusion, the process of creating a successful brand should focus more on what is the central and
fundamental purpose of NATO. In
the case of NRDC-GR, following the
triple themes of political, military and
change, as set out in the NATO Brand
Guide and the corresponding theoretical analysis, is the most valid and
reliable way to prove itself not only a
reliable partner within the Alliance’s
framework, but also a pillar of stability
and security especially in the Eastern
Mediterranean and the Balkans.

Tasoulis Ioannis
OF-4 (HE A)
NRDC-GR
Deputy POLAD

Hytiroglou Michail
PVT (HE A)
Master’s in Chinese Studies
NRDC-GR/PA at POLAD

Balogianni Nikolina
Ph.D. Candidate in Political Science
NRDC-GR/POLAD Office
Internship Programme
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exercise “gOrdiAN KNOT 2017”
NRDC – GR MEETS THE JTF CHALLENGE

Main CP (Camp Prokopidi, Assiros)

On December the 07th, NRDC-GR
reached the end of a long road map;
the national evaluation as a Joint Task
Force HQ (JTF HQ). Gordian Knot
2017 (GOKN17) has been one of the
most challenging exercises carried
out by NRDC-GR in the recent years.
The exercise was executed in Thessaloniki from the 27th of November
to the 07th of December. More than
1150 Staff Officers (SOs) deployed in
Assiros and Sindos, including 181 allied SOs from 16 Nations.
GOKN17 was planned and conducted as a Command Post Exercise
(CPX) using a Small Joint Operation Land Heavy [SJO (L)] scenario.
NRDC-GR has operated as a JTF
HQ, in a NATO non-article 5, operational environment.
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The aim of the exercise was to nationally evaluate the HQ and its ability
to meet the JTF HQ standards and
requirements. The exercise was designed to illustrate most of the capabilities of the JTF HQ according to the
evaluation plan.
The evaluation was conducted
with success by the Hellenic National Defense General Staff which acted
as DIREVAL and declared its Full Operational Capability as a JTF HQ, towards the NATO evaluation. The latter
will be achieved through the Trident
Jaguar Exercise in June 2018.

adjustments in the JTF HQ procedures were implemented. Moreover, it
was the venue for the newcomers to
get integrated in the cross-functional
activities of the HQ. In the end of the
month, another BST was executed for
initiating the first of three consecutive
Staff Joint Coordination Board cycles.
NRDC-GR Staff Members, JLSG personnel and a few selected external
personnel worked at the necessary
working groups, assessment boards
and other staff processes.

The planning process of the exercise started back in September 2016.
In April 2017 the Crisis Response
Planning was conducted in a manner
that enabled the HQ to plan and develop an executable CONOPS and
OPLAN. A big effort has been put on
the Joint Planning, Command, Control and Execution of crisis response
operations.

NRDC-GR’s HICON, supporting commands and subordinate HQ/
Commands were portrayed through
response cells (RCs). The robust EXCON RCs were supported by the Hellenic Joint War College and the HQs
affiliated Greek and MN units portraying JTF Theatre Troops and JLSG
subordinate units. The participation of
these RCs provided realistic conduct
of operations and at the same time
gave the chance for interoperability
training for these units.

Early in Nov 17, Ph IIIA was combined with a BST as an internal training
activity in where last and necessary

A civilian training company was
also contracted providing valuable
contextual realism to the execution
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of the exercise by highlighting the
GREY/WHITE Cells. These well qualified role players added value to the
acceptance of the CA and provided
the opportunity for effective cooperation and interaction with civilian actors.
A simulation press (SIMPRESS)
cell was established with a contribution of civilian journalists from Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and
Panteio University of Athens as well
as SMEs from the Hellenic Army TV
service. The SIMPRESS cell provided
excellent support and enhanced the
ability to keep up with and manage
media events in a beneficial way.
SHAPE/CCOMCI was depicted mainly from, the already certified
as JTF HQ, Rapid Reaction CorpsFrance. Additionally, a multinational
and training team with SMEs from different HQs all over Europe observed
the achievement of the training objectives which provided the training
audience with the respective training
assistance.
GOKT17 was also a venue for
SHAPE/J7 to observe and evaluate
specific areas according to the HQ
evaluation design. The presence of
an observers’ team consisted of 10
SMEs gave the opportunity to the
training audience to receive a comprehensive feedback and identify

space for improvement on specific focus areas.
The training of the logistic personnel in theatre level planning has been
achieved and a good coordination
with the JLSG Units Response Cell
has been established. The implementation and use of the Logistic Functional Area System was performed
successfully and the logistic awareness, provided through the Recognized Logistic Picture was accurate
and complete.
Additionally, the exercise offered
an excellent opportunity for CIS and
Signals personnel to get trained on
tools and procedures. Throughout
the exercise the SIGLALS BDE provided all the necessary interactions
between the different Command Post
and Exercise Areas. Through the end
31 INFO Coy and 490 SIGNAL BN

established networks in both exercise locations and set up more than a
thousand Computers, three hundred
telephones, twenty servers and other
equipment.
The active involvement of the
Command Group along with the Special Advisors Group (LEGAD, POLAD,
CULAD, STRATCOM and GENDER)
proved more than crucial for the success of the exercise. The coordinated
action of this Special Advisors Group
took place in the established Communication and Engagement Coordination Centre (CECC). The mission of
CECC is to implement strategic intent
in all relevant processes and to maintain a common understanding of the
information strategy framework and
other related guidance.
The evaluation demonstrated that
NRDC-GR is fully capable of planning
and conducting an SGO(L) as a JTF
HQ certifying its high level of professionalism and capabilities.
Moving forward from GOKT17 and
the national evaluation, another challenge arises for the NRDC-GR HQ.
The NATO/ SHAPE evaluation under
the form of a new exercise; Trident
Jaguar 2018!

Rear CP (Camp Levandi, Sindos)
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exercise “TrideNT JAguAr 2018” AcAdemics KEY LEADERS TRAINING
F

rom 16 to 19 October, 2017,
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
Greece
(NRDC-GR)
conducted
Phase I B/C of exercise Trident Jaguar 2018 (TRJR18) “Academics and
Key Leaders Training (KLT)” at Headquarters’ premises and Thessaloniki
Officers’ Club. Senior Mentors and
Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) from
Joint Warfare Center (JWC) and
SHAPE supported the training.
Commander NRDC-GR HQ, Lieutenant General Dimitrios BIKOS, during his opening remarks welcomed
all participants and highlighted the
importance of this event as a preparatory one towards the upcoming National Evaluation in 2017 and NATO
Joint Evaluation in 2018. Additionally, talking to the JWC and SHAPE
SMEs, he added “Thanks for giving
us the opportunity to get the benefit
to interact with you and get from your
experience”. Talking to the staff he
added “Take advantage of this opportunity, enjoy the lectures and feel
the exercise. Even if we have to focus
in the Military level, this exercise is a
sensitive balance between Political
and Military level”.
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TRJR18 Academics-KLT was the
first of a series of events that have
been closely monitored by SHAPE
and JWC. The personnel from the
JWC is considered the NATO top experts for providing premier collective
training at the operational level in
order to improve NATO’s operational
readiness and interoperability. This
education event was divided into four
sessions, plenary sessions, focused
sessions, syndicates and Key Leaders training.
JWC Senior Mentor, Lieutenant
General Rt (DEU A) Karl LATHER,
during the Question - Answer session of his lectures emphasized the
increased interest of most of the participants saying “I am really happy to
hear so many questions and comments. There is no one way to resolve the problem. You have to find
your way for that”. Additionally, COM
JWC, Major General (POL A) Andrzej
Reudowicz, pointed out the excellent
organization and the hospitality that
his personnel received so far from
NRDC-GR and wished to the Commander a successful upcoming evaluation.
It was a highly productive event
and a great opportunity for the staff
to get the desired knowledge, experience and training for the upcoming
exercise TRJR18. Numerous education & training events have been
conducted towards NRDC-GR Joint
Evaluation in the years 2016-2017 in
order to prepare and train the staff at
high level of operational standards,
reach and sustain the full range of
JTF capabilities and be ready to conduct the entire spectrum of military
operations as JTF HQ.
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NRDC-GR KEY LEADERS
MEDIA ENGAGEMENT & SPOKESPERSONS TRAINING
On October 25th, 2017, NATO

Rapid Deployable Corps – Greece
(NRDC-GR), conducted the second
Public Affairs Seminar for the year
2017 at the Headquarters’ premises
in Thessaloniki Greece. The subject
of the Seminar was “Key Leaders
Media Engagement and Spokespersons Training”.
Deputy Commander of NRDC-GR,
Major General Dimitar ILIEV, welcomed all the participants highlighting the importance of this seminar in
the frame of the current ever changing global information environment
and the comprehensive approach.
The aim of the seminar was to improve the skills of key leaders and
spokespersons, providing the appropriate background in order to enable
effective communications during media engagements and a high level relationship with media representatives
during operations or exercises.
Subject Matter Experts from the
Hellenic National Defense General
Staff (HNDGS), Multinational Peace
Support Operations Training Centre
(MPSOTC) in Kilkis Greece, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and
NRDC-GR Public Affairs Office, as
well as journalists from the local media and press agencies, were among
the speakers.
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Significant part of the seminar included notional scenarios play, where
journalists from the local and national
media interacted with the military staff
in specific incidents, created to simulate different types of media engagements, within a hypothetical Joint Operational Area.
Video teleconference with the Defence Information School (DINFOS)
of United States Department of Defense (US DoD) took place during the
event, where members of this high
value training entity in US shared experiences and lessons identified from
real operations. This was the main
objective of this second year’s initiative started in 2016 where both sides
agreed to strengthen such kind of interaction in the future in more areas.
Staff members and key Leaders
from the Supreme War College, the
Hellenic 1st Army, C’ Army Corps,
European Union Operations Headquarters, NRDC-GR Affiliated Units,
as well as the Command Group, multinational staff representatives from
NRDC-GR HQ branches and members of the HQ’s internship program
where among the training audience.
The Public Affairs Seminar 2017,
that conducted in a very constructive
atmosphere, was part of NRDC-GR
HQ training program in the frame of
its preparation for the upcoming National and NATO evaluation in 2017 &
2018 respectively, and its future role
as NATO JTF HQ.
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HNDGS ORGANIZES THE
13TH PLENARY IN NRDC-GR HQ
n October 31st, 2017, HelO
lenic National Defense General Staff
(HNDGS) organized the 13th plenary
conference that was hosted by NATO
Rapid Deployable Corps - Greece
(NRDC-GR) Headquarters, in Thessaloniki. Commander of NRDC-GR
Lieutenant General Dimitrios BIKOS
welcomed all the participants, highlighting the importance of this forum
for the way ahead of the HQ in the
new multinational Joint environment.
Commodore (LH) Ioannis KALOGEROPOULOS, chairman of the plenary, in his opening remarks stated
“As Framework Nation Representative I assume that everybody is fully
aware that Greece, in line with the
expanding Alliance’s capabilities, formally agreed to offer NRDC-GR to
the force pool of Joint HQs from the
summer 2018 for a two years period,
according the NATO’s Long Term Rotation Plan. In this way our Country’s
posture and profile inside the Alliance’s Community will be enhanced
and our commitment to NATO, upgraded”.
Furthermore, the Commodore
added “The other issue that I would
like to highlight is that the current
HRF NRDC-GR structure reflects
the organization and functions to accomplish the mission as a Corps and
Land Component Command (LCC).
Greece as Framework Nation is ready
to proceed to a major step forward in
the development of NRDC-GR by reorganizing the structure of the HQ. I
want to say that we are in the process
to offer positions to Nations in order to
enhance the multi-nationality”.
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The participating Nations representatives confirmed their commitment to support NRDC-GR in all the
necessary changes on the way ahead
to the transitions of the Headquarters
to Joint Task Force HQ, while had a
consensus in all discussed subjects.
United Kingdom, Germany and United States declared their participation
in NRDC-GR. Additionally, the Italian
representative stated that Italy will increase its presence to the HQ while
at the same time he emphasized the

outstanding level of cooperation between Italy and Greece.
NRDC-GR constitutes a highly capable, constantly adapting, reliable
HQ, ready to cope with future challenges. Through such events it reinforces the Hellenic commitment to the
Alliance, presents the HQ’s interoperability and capability to coordinate
and cooperate with NATO members,
promoting openness and transparency and built confidence to the wider
NATO community.
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NRDC-GR HQ MOVES FORWARD TOWARDS THE
gOrdiAN KNOT 2017 exercise
From the 1st to 10th Novem-

ber, 2017, NATO Rapid Deployable
Corps – Greece (NRDC-GR) conducted successfully the exercise Gordian
Bonus II 2017 (GOBS II/17) in three
different locations. This was the second Battle Staff Training (BST) for the
Headquarters in 2017 and the phase
IIIA of the National Evaluation by the
Hellenic National Defense General
Staff (HNDGS) towards its certification to a Joint Task Force Headquarters.
The aim of the BST II/17 was to
prepare the HQ personnel for the upcoming Annual Exercise Gordian Knot
2017 in their respective role, operationalizing their knowledge in the new
revised Command and Control (C2)
concept. Furthermore, to demonstrate
the capabilities and interaction of the
Initial Command Element, Reach
Back and Joint Logistic Command
Group during a full Battle Rhythm
cycle, supporting the deployment of
forces in the early phase of a notional
Joint HQ operation.
The exercise was conducted by a
fully organized Exercise Control (EXCON) team that illustrated a high intensity notional scenario, while in the
same time gave the opportunity to
the practitioners to interact with the
Host Nation, Higher Commands and
Subordinates, International Organizations, Governmental and Non-Governmental Organization in order to underpin the Comprehensive Approach.
NRDC-GR remains an essential
NATO Force Structure HQ, trained to
be evolved in a modern and complex

operational environment, infiltrating to
all its personnel the gravity of its role
and contribution to the defense of the
Alliance, while infusing its members
with faith to military values and professionalism. Our headquarters empowered by exquisite human relationships, maintains the capability of rapid
deployment, ready to respond on a
large scale crisis scenario.
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“TrideNT JAguAr 2018”
CRISIS RESPONSE PLANNING ONGOING
F

rom 9th to 26th, January
2018, NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
Greece (NRDC-GR) Headquarters
(HQ) conducted Phase IIA and IIB
Operational level Crisis Response
Planning (CRP) in support of exercise
Trident Jaguar 2018.
The scope of the planning effort
was to certify the staff ability to conduct CRP through the establishment
of a Joint Operations Planning Group
(JOPG). This was a NATO-wide effort
supported by NATO and other participating Commands.
During the planning process a respective Operational Planning Liaison
Element (OPLE) has been deployed
to support SHAPE’s CCOMC, along
with an Operational Liaison and Reconnaissance Team (OLRT). The latter has been deployed to the Notional
Host Nation, simulated by the Joint
Warfare Centre in Stavanger Norway,
in order to support the overall effort.
The enthusiasm, passion and hard
work which characterized the daily ef-

forts of the training audience throughout the CRP, were very evident to
every external participant. A great
JOPG team, supported by essential
augmentees, as well as the close
relationship, direction and guidance
provided by the Command Group and
Special Advisory Group have been
the force multipliers of success in this
significant NRDC-GR HQ’s milestone.
Subject matter experts from the
NATO community, including a Train-
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ing Team from JWC, as well as role
players as representatives from Higher Commands and Host Nation captured a real environment according to
the notional scenario. Furthermore,
Senior Mentors and an Evaluation
Team led by SHAPE contributed to
the scope of this evaluation.
As has been highlighted by all key
team leaders the contribution of the
augmentees during the evaluation
in this early stage of TRJR18 plan-
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ning process was invaluable. COM of
NRDC-GR Lieutenant General Dimitrios Bikos pointed out that the selection process of augmentees was a big
challenge for the HQ. Thanks to the
great support provided by the Hellenic
Armed Forces leadership the process
concluded in the maximum effective
way.
The Senior Mentor during the last
day of this evaluation phase highlighted in the Command Group that
the planning process during the CRP
was conducted “beyond any expectation”. He also stressed that “your success is also the success of the JWC
long standing efforts, started early in
2017 with the academics that offered
the venue for the tremendous improvement in the Joint mindset” and
prompted NRDC-GR staff to keep up
the hard work to the execution phase
of TRJR18 exercise and beyond.
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NRDC-GR PLANNING CONFERENCE
FOr

TrJr18 ph id/iiiA “creATiNg The cONdiTiONs FOr success”

Οn 15th February 2018, NATO

Rapid Deployable Corps – Greece HQ
held in its premises the Planning Conference of Exercise “TRIDENT JAGUAR 2018” (TRJR18) for Phase ID/
IIIA. Host Nation Greece Supporting
Commands and Units, Subject Matter Experts and the Command Group
from NRDC-GR HQ were among the
participants.

The aim of the conference was to
define key issues and the way ahead,
focusing on the exercise design, the
manning requirements, the communications information systems layouts’
upgrade, the scenario events and incidents update, and real life support
issues. The conference started with a
plenary session and split into different
syndicates.
Chief of Staff of NRDC-GR HQ,
Major General Christos DRIVAS, during his opening remarks welcomed all
participants and highlighted the importance of exercise TRJR18 for the
Hellenic National Defense General

Staff (HNDGS) and NRDC-GR HQ.
He added that “These planning
events offer the venue for all the participants to evaluate what has been
already achieved and what we should
improve in order to reach the excellence. You all deserve the excellence”.
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TRJR18 will be the NATO evaluation for NRDC-GR and will demonstrate that the HQ is capable of commanding Small Joint Operations Land
Heavy and ready to undertake its role
within the Alliance from the summer
2018 according the Long Term Rotation Plan.
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TrJr18 exercise plANNiNg prOcess
ONGOING IN NRDC-GR HQ
Οn March 21st, 2018, NATO

Rapid Deployable Corps – Greece
(NRDC-GR) hosted the Internal Final
Coordination Conference (FCC) of
Phase ID/IIIA for exercise TRIDENT
JAGUAR 2018 (TRJR-18) in the
Headquarters’ premises.
The internal FCC that was combined with TRJR18 Phase ID/IIIA Main
Event and Incident List Development
Workshop (MEL/MIL WS) which was
held from March 12th to 20th, 2018,
aimed to accomplish final coordination activities required for the conduct
of the deploying phases of exercise
TRJR18, in line with the Exercise
Planning Process (EPP).
NRDC-GR Deputy Chief of Staff
Plans (DCOS PLANS) Brigadier General Vittorio Antonio STELLA (ITA)
highlighted in his opening remarks the
importance of both events as the last
opportunity to finalize coordinating
details and complete all necessary

steps for the achievement of the training objectives. Additionally, he pointed
out the Joint and Operational dimensions that construct the framework in
which to develop all conceptual and
organizational aspects.
All participants demonstrated, individually and collectively, dedication
to the successful accomplishment of
their duties, willingness, adaptability
and interpersonal skills, highlighting
team spirit and promising exceptional

performance for a remarkable execution of exercise TRJR-18.
EX. TRJR18 will be the NATO evaluation for NRDC-GR and will demonstrate that the HQ is capable of
leading Small Joint Operations (Land
Heavy) and ready to undertake its role
within the Alliance from the summer
2018 according to the Long Term Rotation Plan.
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“All seT” FOr TrideNT JAguAr 2018 - FiNAl phAse
F

rom the 12th to 22nd April,
2018, NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
Greece (NRDC-GR) Headquarters
(HQ) conducted Phase IIIA of exercise
Trident Jaguar 2018 to demonstrate
the deployment and the capabilities
of the Initial Command Element (ICE)
and the Joint Logistic Support Group
(JLSG) HQ within the framework of
the ongoing NATO Joint evaluation.
The aim of Trident Jaguar 2018 is
to train, exercise and evaluate NRDCGR in planning and conducting a Non
Article 5 Crisis Response Small Joint
Operation (SJO) Land (L) Heavy of
limited complexity, under direct command of SACEUR, in a military, civilian and asymmetric threat environment involving combat incident with
high intensity moments. This exercise
will serve as a venue to certify NRDCGR for the JHQ stand-by period in
Long Term Rotation Plan.
During this phase NRDC-GR had
the opportunity to demonstrate its capabilities in accordance with “responsive C2 deployment” as described in
Conceptual Framework for Alliance
Operations (CFAO), running a full decision making cycle, using as background documentation the OPLAN
developed during Phase II.
Exercise Control (EXCON) created
a well organized, realistic simulation
environment for the needs of the exer-
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only during this phase of the exercise,
but the overall effort, from the very beginning of the planning phase of the
evaluation have led to a successful
outcome, visibly assuring the Alliance
of the NRDC-GR ability to meet the
required standards, by increasingly
adapting and developing flexible joint
capabilities.
cise with both role players as well as
media. This environment simulation
has been enhanced with SIMPRESS
from local universities and along with
the Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) on
this domain challenging the training
audience with professional products.
Evaluation was conducted by SHAPE
while additional support was provided
from Joint Warfare Center (JWC) with
Senior Mentors, SMEs as trainers,
analysts, scenario advisers, facilitating MEL/MIL development.
Hard work, passion and professionalism of the HQ personnel not
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NRDC-GR CONGRATULATES
61ST MECHANIZED BRIGADE OF STRYAMA
ON iTs 25Th esTAblishmeNT ANNiversAry

61

st Mechanized Brigade was
established on 2nd October, 1992 as
a proud successor of the traditions
of 28th Regiment of Stryama, 21st
Srednogorski Regiment and 11th
Tank brigade. On 19th November,
1998 the brigade adopted the name
“61st Mechanized Brigade of Stryama”.
The brigade of Stryama is tactical
formation from Bulgarian Land Forces, which has capability for effective
execution of tasks involving the full
spectrum of NATO operations, alone
or in interaction with other units and
formations from the Bulgarian Army
and allies from NATO, by conducting
and executing the implementation of
the three main missions of the Bulgarian army: Mission “Defense”, Mission “Support of international peace

and security”, Mission “Contribution
to national security in peace time”:
As a declared unit from NATO forces with lower readiness 61st Mechanized brigade HQ keep required level
of capacity to plan and conduct offensive, defensive, stability and enabling
operations. Brigade is prepared to
take part in operations in the Alliance
collective defense system, in multinational NATO-led non-article 5 crisis
response operations as well as in disaster relief operations in response of
crisis caused by natural or industrial
disasters.
61st Mechanized Brigade has
been actively involved with personnel and combat equipment in basic
NATO exercises and has formed and
trained personnel that have taken
part actively in many peacekeeping

operations abroad mainly in Iraq, Afghanistan and Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Since June 7th, 2013 the 61st
Mechanized Brigade has been the
first formation from the Bulgarian
Army affiliated to NATO Rapid Deployable Corps – Greece. The Bulgarian 61st Mechanized Brigade
“STRYAMSKA” handed over its flag
to NRDC-GR, marked in the best way
the long standing cooperation and
common training, as one of the most
powerful units of the Bulgarian Army.
NRDC-GR HQ, being grateful for
the Brigade’s continuous presence
in the HQ training activities, congratulates 61st Mechanized Brigade
“STRYAMSKA”, on the occasion of
the 25th anniversary of its establishment.
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NRDC-GR CELEBRATES THE GERMAN FLAG DAY
On October 6th, 2017, NATO

Rapid Deployable Corps – Greece
Headquarters (NRDC-GR HQ) celebrated the German Flag Day, in
accordance with the German Reunification Day on the 3rd of October
1990, in its premises at Pedion Areos
camp. The event honored with their
presence the Chief Of Staff (COS)
of NRDC-GR on behalf of the Commander Lieutenant General Dimitrios
BIKOS, the German General Consul
of Thessaloniki, the entire staff of the
HQ as well as German invitees living
in Thessaloniki.
According to the speech delivered
by the German National Representative in the HQ, “Germany’s national
flag is a tricolor black, red, and yellow. An origin of the colors lies in the
wars of liberation against Napoleon in
1813- 204 years ago, namely the uniforms of the “Lutzow Frei – Corps”.
The volunteers Corps consisted mostly by students who formed against the
occupation of Germany by France.
Since the volunteers came under the
Prussian Major von Lutzow from all
over Germany and brought very different uniforms and civilian clothes
with them, the only way to produce a
common uniform was to color the different colored uniforms black. There
were golden (brass colored) buttons
added, and finally red as the color of
badges charges and advances. This
color scheme was also interpreted
from the wars of liberation, out of
the blackness of servitude (black),
through bloody battles (red), to the
golden light of freedom (yellow)”.
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Furthermore, “Even the happiest
moments of post – war German history, the fall of the Berlin Wall and
German reunification since 27 years
ago, have a European dimension.
Without overcoming the division of
Europe, the German unit would not
have been possible. The restoration
of the national unity of our country
was reserved condition for Europe,
to grow together in a Union Western, Central, Southern and Eastern
European countries.” Concluding his
speech the German National Repre-

sentative expressed his deepest gratitude to the neighbors, foreign friends
and partners, without whom Germany
could not celebrate the birthday of the
reunified Germany and to Greece, as
a Host Nation, for the comradely cooperation, hospitality and support.
COS of NRDC-GR congratulated
the German contingent for the Flag
Day, and expressed his appreciation
for their contribution to the last years’
successes. After this traditional ceremony a small reception was held in
the HQ.
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NRDC-GR VISITS MOUNT ATHOS
I

n the frame of morale, welfare and recreation associated activities, NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
– Greece Headquarters (NRDC-GR
HQ) organized a visit to Mount Athos
from Friday October 6th to 8th, 2017.
The monasteries of Philotheou, Xenofontos, Dionysiou and Osiou Gregoriou welcomed NRDC-GR personnel
giving them the unique opportunity to
feel the holiness and the overwhelming religiosity of the “Holy Mountain”.
Mount Athos is a mountain and
peninsula in northeastern Greece and
an important centre of Eastern Orthodox monasticism. It is governed as an
autonomous polity within the Greek
Republic. It is home to 20 monasteries under the direct jurisdiction of the
Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople. It is commonly referred in Greek
as the “Holy Mountain” and the entity
as the “Athonite State”.
Mount Athos is known for its nearly
1,800-year continuous Christian presence and its long historical monastic
traditions, which date back to at least
800 A.D. and the Byzantine era. Today, over 2,000 monks from Greece
and many other countries, live in
Athos. The monasteries feature a rich
collection of well-preserved artifacts,
rare books, ancient documents, and
artworks of immense historical value.
Mount Athos has been listed as a
World Heritage Site since 1988.

its multinational personnel and their
families, fostering relations with other
community groups and conducting
work mindful of multination sensitivities and respectful of the local and
regional cultural environment

NRDC-GR through such associated Community Relations activities,
continues to offer opportunities to
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NRDC-GR CELEBRATES THE SPANISH NATIONAL DAY

O n October 13th 2017, NATO
Rapid Deployable Corps - Greece
(NRDC-GR) celebrated the Spanish
National Day, with a flag raising ceremony which took place in front of the
main building of the Headquarters at
Pedion Areos Camp in Thessaloniki.
The event honored with their presence
the Deputy Commander NRDC-GR
Major General Dimitar Krumov ILIEV,
the entire HQ staff as well as family
members and Spanish invitees living
in Thessaloniki.
Brigadier General Fernando BARRON CLAVET, the Senior National
Representative of Spain (SNR), addressed the HQ on the meaning of the
day. During his speech, he highlighted
that, “Today’s celebration is not only
a nostalgia exercise for the glories of
past Empire, but a tribute for the long
History that Spain has behind herself
from the days when the Iberian kingdoms decided to walk together as a
nation. We feel a legitimate pride for
that”.
Furthermore he added “Our Na-
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Concluding his speech the Spanish
National Representative expressed
his commitment to the objectives and
goals of the NRDC-GR HQ, his gratitude for the “filoxenia”, that the Greek
Nation generously dispenses for the
Spanish soldiers in NRDC-GR HQ
and his pride for serving in this fine
community of brothers-in-arm. Deputy
Commander of NRDC-GR congratulated the entire Spanish contingent
and the Spanish representatives for
this day, and expressed his appreciational Day symbolizes the historical tion for the significant contribution of
Ephemerides in Spain, in which at the the Spanish staff to all the last years’
same time of concluding a process successes.
of construction of the State, with the
After the ceremony a small recepintegration of the Kingdoms of Spain
tion was held in the HQ where traunder the same monarchy, starts a
ditional homemade tastes were ofperiod of Linguistic and cultural profered. Surprisingly, traditional Spanish
jection beyond of Europeans borders.
dressed female dancers offered a
This is what this old flag represent.
unique opportunity to the participants
A flag that proudly waved across the
to enjoy “Flamenco” dance and music
five continents taking within its fold
(Fly, Rumba and Sevillanas), an offer
the ambitions, the character, as well
by the “Dance Soul” dancing school of
as the sacrifice of millions of ordinary
Kalamaria.
Spaniards who built what are today,
with their toil and blood.”
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NRDC-GR HQ PARTICIPATED IN THE
6TH INTERNATIONAL THESSALONIKI NIGHT HALF MARATHON

On October 14th NATO Rapid De-

ployable Corps – Greece Headquarters (NRDC-GR HQ) running team
participated in the 6th International
Thessaloniki Night Half Marathon. The
running team including family members, a total of 60 pax, of NRDC-GR
HQ highlighted the multinational spirit
of cooperation, having participants
from both its Multinational and Greek
staff, running along with other communities participated in this event.
The event organized by the Athletic
Association “TRITON” and the Municipality of Thessaloniki, was a unique
athletic event for the city. The NRDCGR HQ running team participated in
both the 21,1km and the 5 km street
race, with starting point Thessaloniki’s
City Hall, following a route through the
city center and finishing in the monument of White Tower, in front of numerous spectators, who were celebrated
this great event.
The 6th International Thessaloniki

Night Half Marathon was an amazing experience for its runners too. It
is worth noting that the runners, who
finally participated, were more than
19000, from 53 countries and 5 continents with the age of them varied
from 12 up to 82 years old.

lent esprit de corps of the HQ, the dynamic character of its members and
their desire to be part of the culture
of the city.

The NRDC-GR HQ running team
participated in the 6th International
Thessaloniki Night Half Marathon
along with students, champions, celebrities and political figures from the
city, signifying, once again, the excel-
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JOINT WARFARE CENTRE VISIT TO
legeNdAry bATTleship “AverOF”
museum in his permanent berth. The
warship, built at the Orlando Shipyards in Livorno, Italy, was delivered
to Greece on May 15, 1911, and remained in history because it changed
the balance in the Aegean Sea, during the Balkan Wars (1912-13).
NRDC-GR through such associated Community Relations activities
continues to offer opportunities to
NATO members visiting Thessaloniki
city, highlighting our common historical events that are so significant
in our history. We make sure that
our history is preserved and passed
along the new generations, working
with mindful of multinational sensitivities and respectful of the local and regional cultural environment.

Major General (POL A) Andrzej

Reudowicz, Commander of Joint
Warfare Centre (JWC), Lieutenant
General Rt (DEU A) Karl LATHER
and Lieutenant General Rt (ESP A)
Javier CABEZA, ahead of a delegation of 20 officers, on October 17th,
2017, visited the legendary Greek
battleship “AVEROF”. The visit was
organized by NRDC-GR on the occasion of the “Academics and Key
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Leaders Training (KLT)” in the framework of the exercise Trident Jaguar
2018 (TRJR18).
The history-steeped Pisa-class
armored cruiser, that is the last ship
of its type ever commissioned worldwide, is docked in Thessaloniki for the
first time in 72 years, after sailing the
Aegean from Piraeus, where it is normally docked and serves as a floating
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NRDC-GR CELEBRATES THE TURKISH NATIONAL DAY
O

n October 20th 2017, The
Turkish Republic Day was celebrated
at NATO Rapid Deployable Corps Greece (NRDC-GR), in commemoration of the 94th Anniversary of the
Proclamation of the Republic of Turkey, with a flag raising ceremony,
which took place in front of the main
building of the Headquarters at Pedion Areos Camp in Thessaloniki. The
event honored with their presence
the Chief Of Staff NRDC-GR Major
General Christos DRIVAS, the Turkish General Consul Mr. Orhan Yalman OKAN, distinguished guests and
the entire staff of the HQ.
Major Ahmet Ali Emre SARIGOZ,
as Senior National Representative
of Turkey in NRDC-GR during his
speech highlighted that the history
of the Republic Day dates back to
1920s. Moreover, he continued, after
the Turkish Independence War, on
the 29th of October 1923, the status of the Nation as a republic was
declared and its official name was
proclaimed to be “the Republic of
Turkey”. After that, a vote was held
in the Grand National Assembly and
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk was elected
as the first President of the Republic
of Turkey. Since then, every year, the
29th of October is celebrated as Republic Day in Turkey.
The Turkish Senior National Representative in NRDC-GR, closed
his speech with the famous Atatürk
quote, referring to peace and comfort
at home to live in safety, along with

international peace and security in
the world:
“Peace at Home, Peace in the
World”

General Consul Mr. Orhan Yalman
OKAN expressed his pleasure to see
the solid cooperation and solidarity in
NRDC Greece and sincerely wished
that these cooperation and solidarity
The ceremony closed with a small
will continue in the future.
reception, during which the Turkish
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NRDC-GR CELEBRATES THE POLISH NATIONAL DAY
On

November 10th, 2017,
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps Greece (NRDC-GR) celebrated the
National Day of Poland, with a flag
raising ceremony which took place in
the Headquarters premises, at “Pedion Areos” Camp in Thessaloniki. The
event honored with their presence
the Commander NRDC-GR, Lieutenant General Dimitrios Bikos, distinguished guests and the entire staff of
the HQ.
Lieutenant Colonel Ryszard ROZYCKI, the Senior National Representative (SNR) of Poland, addressed the
HQ on the meaning of the day. During
his speech, he mentioned “Tomorrow
11th of November my country celebrates the anniversary of the restoration of Poland’s sovereignty as
the second Polish Republic in 1918,
after 123 years of partition by Russian Empire, the Kingdom of Prussia
and the Habsburg Empire. This day
is simultaneously a celebration of the
re-emergence of a Polish State and a
commemoration of those who fought
for its freedom for more than thousand years of Poland’s history”.
Furthermore he added “Couple of
minutes ago you witnessed Polish
Flag raising. The Flag is made of two
horizontal stripes. The upper white
stripe and the lower red stripe defined
in the Polish constitution and stand
for a color projection of the National
Anthem. The white represents the
white eagle and purity of spiritual val-
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ues while the red represents field of
heraldic shield, fire and blood, courage and bravery. The national flag
was officially adopted in 1919”.
Concluding his speech the SNR
expressed the Polish contingent’s
loyalty and commitment to the objectives and goals of the NRDC-GR HQ,
his gratitude for serving under NATO

flag in a country with such long and
great history. Commander of NRDCGR congratulated the entire Polish
contingent for this day and expressed
his appreciation for the significant
contribution of the Polish staff to all
the last years’ successes. The event
concluded with a small ceremony in
the HQ facilities.
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NRDC-GR CELEBRATES THE ALBANIAN NATIONAL DAY
On

November 24th, 2017,
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps Greece (NRDC-GR) celebrated the
National Day of Albania, with a flag
raising ceremony which took place in
the Headquarters premises, at “Pedion Areos” Camp in Thessaloniki. The
event honored with their presence the
Commander of NRDC-GR, Lieutenant General Dimitrios Bikos, the Albanian General Consul of Thessaloniki,
distinguished guests and the staff of
the HQ.
Lieutenant Colonel Adrian BEQAJ,
the Senior National Representative
(SNR) of Albania, addressed the HQ
on the meaning of the day. During
his speech, he mentioned “On 28th
of November we commemorate the
Albanian declaration of national independence. It came 105 years ago
and it is the most important act in our
history. The Albanian independence
was proclaimed introducing the twohead black eagle in a red background
as our flag, making this symbol the
most significant expression of the
identity for Albanians whenever they
live. It comes from the depth of history as when all Albanians under the
lead of George Castroite Scanderbeg
unanimously accepted the two-head
eagle as the flag of united Albanians”.
Furthermore he added “It is worth
mentioning other important dates we
celebrate which are the 29th of November, the day of Liberation and the
victory in World War II and the 4th
December the creation of the Albanian Armed Forces. Albania is now a

contributing member of NATO and is
close to meet its second strategic objective, to become part of united Europe. We believe that is an inherent
right not only due to our geographical location but also due to our cultural heritage and historic ties with
our neighbors. The Albanian people
and the entire political leadership are
committed and determined to contribute to this goal”.
Concluding his speech the SNR
expressed the deepest respect to

the participating nations, and his
gratitude to the host nation, Greece,
for the hospitality, the warm friendly
environment and the support provided. Commander of NRDC-GR,
Lieutenant General Dimitrios Bikos,
congratulated the SNR for this day
and expressed his appreciation for
the significant contribution of the Albanian staff to the past years HQ’s
successes. The event concluded with
a small ceremony in the HQ facilities.
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SPANISH AMBASSADOR VISITS NRDC-GR HQ
On

December 11th 2017,
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps –
Greece Commander, Lieutenant
General Dimitrios BIKOS, welcomed
in the Headquarters’ premises the
Spanish Ambassador, H. E. Enrique
VIGUERA RUBIO who paid an official
visit, accompanied by the Spanish
Honorary Consul in Thessaloniki, Mr.
Samuel NAHMIAS.
After an official welcome ceremony, a briefing was delivered to the
distinguished visitors regarding the
structure, role and mission of the
Headquarter as well as the upcoming challenges on the way ahead to
NRDC-GR transition to Joint Headquarters (JHQ).
The Spanish Ambassador congratulated the Commander and the
personnel of the HQ for their participation in Exercise GORDIAN KNOT
2017 and expressed his belief in the
success during the upcoming NATO
evaluation in the framework TRIDENT JAGUAR 2018.
After the memorabilia exchange,
the Spanish Ambassador singed the
HQ’s Guest book which was followed
by a commemorative family photo in
front of NRDC-GR HQ. The event
was concluded with a national meeting with the NRDC-GR Spanish contingent.
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ENHANCING RELATIONSHIP WITH SISTER HQS
n March 5th 2018, NATO
O
Rapid Deployable Corps – Greece
(NRDC-GR) Deputy Commander,
Major General Dimitar ILIEV, welcomed the Chief of Staff (COS) of
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps – Turkey (NRDC-TU), Brigadier General
Ozkan ULUTAS who paid an official
visit in NRDC-GR HQ.
COS of NRDC-GR, Major General
Christos DRIVAS, had the opportunity during an office call to exchange
ideas and views with his counterpart
on the current structure of NATO
Force Structure HQs as well as their
future role within the Alliance.
COS NRDC-TU was briefed about
the structure, role and mission of the
Headquarter as well as the upcoming
challenges on the way ahead to its
ongoing NATO evaluation and certification as Joint Task Force Headquarters (JTF HQ).
Brigadier General Ozkan ULUTAS
characterized NRDC-GR as a strong
and capable HQ, highlighted the excellent human relations between the
staff and pointed out the evidence of
a significant effort invested in all function areas.
After the memorabilia exchange,
NRDC-T COS singed the HQ’s Guest
book which was followed by a commemorative family photo in the premises of NRDC-GR HQ.
NRDC-GR HQ continues to develop and further enhance its relationship with all Sister HQs, supporting within its means and capabilities
NATO community efforts in every opportunity.
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NRDC-GR CELEBRATES THE
140Th bulgAriAN NATiONAl dAy
On March 9th, 2018, NATO

Rapid Deployable Corps Greece
(NRDC-GR HQ) celebrated the Bulgarian National Day. The event honored with their presence the Commander of NRDC-GR, Lieutenant
General Dimitrios BIKOS, the Bulgarian Consul General Mr. Vladimir
PISANCHEV, Consuls from the Contributing Nations, family members
and the entire staff of the HQ.

Deputy Commander of NRDC-GR,
Major General (BGR A) Dimitar ILIEV,
as Senior Bulgarian Officer in the HQ,
in the speech of the day, expressed
his deepest gratitude to Greece as
the Host Nation as well as to all contributing Nations for the opportunity
provided to the Bulgarian Contingent
to raise the Bulgarian Flag on their
National Day.
Furthermore, talking about the importance of the day, he said that it is
the 140th anniversary of the Liberation of Bulgaria. “Truly free can be
only this nation which knows and
cherishes its liberty and is capable
of self-governance. Our ancestors
had managed to fulfill this necessity,
thus demonstrating that Bulgaria deserves its Freedom and Sovereignty.
This is what makes the 3rd of March
truly symbolic to every Bulgarian”, he
added.
Major General ILIEV made a particular reference to the flag of Bulgaria, explaining its different colors: white
for the peace, green for the freedom
and red for honoring the blood of our
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people who sacrificed their lives for
the independence of their country.
Concluding his speech, Major General ILIEV in the frame of the ongoing
Bulgarian Presidency of the Council
of the European Union (EU) the first
six months of 2018, highlighted the
European spirit dominating in Bulgaria, “a spirit that is strongly connected
among others with the dedication to
the security, solidarity and stability for
the prosperity of our people, common
goals for both NATO and the EU, focusing in the Western Balkans”, as he
mentioned.

Commander of NRDC-GR highlighted the excellent relationship between the Bulgarian contingent and
the rest of the HQ personnel as well
as their significant contribution to the
last years NRDC-GR successes. With
a specific reference, he expressed
his gratitude to his Bulgarian Deputy
pointed out his outstanding professionalism, hard work, and dedication
to the NRDC-GR.
The ceremony concluded with a reception that took place in NRDC-GR
HQ’s premises.
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HELLENIC NATIONAL DEFENSE GENERAL STAFF
VISITS NRDC-GR HQ
O

n March 20th 2018, Deputy
Commander of NATO Rapid Deployable Corps – Greece (NRDC-GR),
Major General Dimitar ILIEV, welcomed in the Headquarters’ premises
the Deputy Chief of Defense of the
Hellenic National Defense General
Staff, Lieutenant General Konstantinos FLOROS in an official visit.
After a welcome ceremony and
a commemorative photo, Deputy
Chief of Defense was briefed about
the structure, role and mission of the
Headquarter as well as the upcoming challenges on the way ahead to
NRDC-GR evaluation and certification as Joint Task Force Headquarters (JTF HQ).
Lieutenant General FLOROS expressed his confidence for success
in the ongoing NATO evaluation in
the framework of exercise TRIDENT
JAGUAR 2018 and congratulated
both leadership and personnel for
their long efforts and achievements.
The briefing was followed by a ceremonial emblem exchange and a
national meeting with the Greek contingent.
TRJR18 will be the NATO evaluation for NRDC-GR and will demonstrate that the HQ is capable of commanding Small Joint Operations Land
Heavy and ready to undertake its role
within the Alliance from the summer
2018 according the Long Term Rotation Plan.
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25Th OF mArch,
A REMINDER TO THE STRUGGLE OF GREEK REVOLUTION
O

n Friday, March 23rd, 2018,
an official ceremony for the Hellenic
National Day took place in NATO
Rapid Deployable Corps Greece Headquarters in “PEDION AREOS”
camp in Thessaloniki, in commemoration of the Hellenic Revolution on
the 25th of March, 1821.
The ceremony was honored with
the presence of the Commander of
NRDC-GR, Lieutenant General (HE
A) Dimitrios BIKOS, General Consuls
of the participating Nations to the HQ,
Commanders and Representatives
from NRDC-GR Affiliated Units along
with the entire HQ staff and their families.
The Chief of Staff of NRDC-GR,
Major General (HE A) Christos DRIVAS, during his speech mentioned
that the flame and faith of freedom
were preserved in the hearts of
Greeks, reinforced by the spirit and
the preaching of distinguished, welleducated civilians and priests, during
the 400 years that Greece was under
the Ottoman occupation. Continuing
his speech, he added that the Greek
revolution was initiated by “Philiki
Etaireia” (Friendly Brotherhood), a
patriotic Union founded in Odessa,
Ukraine, in 1814.
In addition to the above, the COS
highlighted the conditions under
which the revolution was driven into
1821. More specifically, the revolution has been fostered for a long
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time by the Greek Orthodox Church
while previous revolutions, such as
the French Revolution in 1789, influenced drastically the Greek struggle
towards liberty. The intervention and
great support of the Great Powers
of that era was substantial in forging a new course for the forthcoming
Greek Nation and Hellenism.

Referring to the Greek flag, the
General recalled the convention that
was held in Epidaurus in Jan 1822
where the form of a new Greek national flag, a blue square with a white
cross, was decided. Blue represents
the Greek sky, while white the furious
sea waves and the pure Greek soul.
The present form of the flag was de-
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fined in 1978. Nine horizontal stripes
were added standing for the master
message of the Greek revolution
“ELEYTHERIA Ή THANATOS” that
means “FREEDOM or DEATH”, he
added.
He concluded with the values and
ideas of those who fought in 1821 that
continue to inspire us all. Through national unity, Hellenism is winning the
battle of the financial crisis that is so
critical for the future of the Greek Nation. Today, we are once more being

called upon to join forces, to coordinate our efforts, and to overcome
emerging crises so that we can hand
over to the upcoming generations the
future that they deserve.
A reception took place just after the
ceremony in NRDC-GR HQ premises. Commander of NRDC-GR, addressing to the guests highlighted the
excellent relationship between the
Greek and Multinational Staff, a major
multiplier to NRDC-GR long achievements. Talking about the future of this

HQ he assured that NRDC-GR will
continue to offer the venue through
which our Nations will demonstrate
their unity and support to the Alliance,
“securing our values and our future
together”.
The ceremony concluded with a
reception that took place in NRDCGR HQ’s premises.
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AlexANder The greAT 13TH MARATHON

A running

tradition continues,
with the organization of the 13th International Marathon “Alexander the
Great” in Thessaloniki on April 1st,
2018. NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
– Greece Headquarters (NRDC-GR
HQ) running team, consisted of 54 including family members participated
in the event.
Apart from the 42 km distance, the
event included a 10km and a 5km
“Health and Power” walking race. The
whole event was devoted to Stylianos
“Stelios” Kyriakides, a Greek marathon runner who came 1st in Boston
Marathon in 1946 with the aim of raising money to provide food and shelter
to the Greeks, a patriot who experienced extreme poverty after WW II.
The NRDC-GR HQ running team
participated in the 13th International
Marathon along with students, champions, celebrities and political figures
from the city, signifying, once again,
the excellent esprit de corps of the
HQ, the dynamic character of its
members and their desire to be part
of the culture of the city.
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USA AMBASSADOR VISITS NRDC-GR HQ
O

n April 27th, 2018, NATO
Rapid Deployable Corps – Greece
Commander, Lieutenant General
Dimitrios BIKOS, welcomed in the
Headquarters’ premises the USA Ambassador, H.E. Geoffrey R. PYATT,
who paid an official visit accompanied
by the USA Consul General in Thessaloniki, Mrs. Rebecca A. FONG.
After an official welcome ceremony and a Commander’s office call, a
briefing was delivered to the distinguished visitor, regarding the structure, role and mission of NRDC-GR
as well as the upcoming challenges
on the way ahead to its transition to
Joint Headquarters.
Lieutenant
General
Dimitrios
BIKOS in his opening remarks said “It
is a great honor today to have with
us the US Ambassador in the HQ. We
really appreciate his support not only
to NRDC-GR but also to the Hellenic
Army and the Armed Forces”. The
General pointed in his remarks the
great support of the Hellenic National
Defense General Staff over the last
years especially in terms of augmentation and funding.
U.S. Ambassador, H.E. Geoffrey
R. PYATT, addressing the staff congratulated the NRDC-GR for assuming joint command for the first time,
highlighting the geostrategic importance of northern Greece. He added,
“We deeply value our partnership

with Greece, a pillar of stability in the
region, and continue to deepen our
defense and security relationship.”
He further stated, “when we look at
this part of the world we see an enormous level of unpredictability and so
it is even more important for us to
work together bilaterally and through
NATO to set a collective approach for
this dynamic strategic environment.”

After the memorabilia exchange,
the USA Ambassador singed the
HQ’s Guest book which was followed by a commemorative family photo in front of NRDC-GR HQ.
Such important visits is an opportunity for NRDC-GR to promote its
success as well as Commander’s vision and intent thus enhancing perception about HQ’s key role in the
Alliance.
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